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OBSERVATIONS IN A LOCAL TELEVISION NEWSROOM :
PREPARING THE NEWSCAST
GARY L. ROCKEY

ABSTRACT
Scholarly research coupled with the reality of 22 . 6
billion dollars invested annually by corporations ("Despite
a fourth quarter drop ," 1991) in television advertising
indicates that television offerings have an influence on
individual and collective human behavior .

Television news

in particular , because of an assumed real i ty framework in
contrast to the implied fiction setting of other
entertainment television programs , would seem to have a more
profound influence on human conduct .
Regarding television news , more pointed research
indicates tha t decisions concerning the selection of news
items are subjective , and the decisions are made in a
private a nd exclusive news environment .
A review of the literature suggested five broad factors

that influence news personnel's private world and thus the
assembling of television news : (a) Personal
values / standards, (b) organizational/corporate procedure ,
Cc) economics / ratings , (d) equipment/time constraints , and
(e) ex tern ally set events .
The foregoing an inducement , this research examined the
processing of non - breaking news items for a local television
iv

-----------------station's Mon day through Friday early evening 90 minute
newscast .

The obse rvati ons focused on : (a) The five news

factors outlined above , (b) the stages in the daily news
cycle , and (c) the preparation of the news program's format
concerning what items were selected , how the items were
prioritized, and who made the decisions regarding item
selection and priorit izing .

The observations were conducted

in the news department of the above mentioned network
affiliated television station whic h is l ocated in a top - 15
midwestern city.
The methodology used in the study was participant
observation (Jorgensen , 1989 ; Spradley , 1980) , nondirective
and focused interviews (Metzler , 1989, and Merton, Fiske, &
Kendall , 1990 , respectively) , and analysis of documents .
The findings indicate that the local news was
influenced by Bagdikian ' s (1984) entertainment view which
seemed a result of what Ryu (1982) concluded was a need for
rating performance .
The study also found that the personal values of news
personnel may have influenced the selection of non - breaking
news items .
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NOMENCLATURE
ND-- News Director , manage r of the news department .
AND- - Assistant News Director, reported directly to the News
Direc tor and was in charge when the ND was not

available .

AE -- Assignment Editor , reported to the Assistant News
Director and News Director .
Assignment Editors.

Supervised the Assistant

Assigned photographers , crews , and

tracked the daily gathering of news .
EP -- Executive Producer, co- producer responsible for the
overall look and formats of the news programs .
5 : 00 PM , 6 : 00 PM NP -- News Producer, each news program

had a producer who prepared a specific program's
format , wrote copy , coordinated the news items for time
and placement posi:ion .
O~erat i ons Manager -- perso~ from the technical/engineering
depart~en~ assigned to coordinate news and engineering
func~ions such as satellite feeas and so forth .
Pro~o:ion Person -- person from the promotion department
assigned to coordinate news promotion .
Editor-- several editors re ported to one chief of editing.
Newsroom --main activity area of the news department where
reporters , photographers , AE , AND , and NPs , did most of
their work .
Big Board --assignment board where news items were posted and
tracked throughout the day to completion .
viii

...
Slug -- News item/story .
Format -- Used in two senses : (a) To indicate the entire
outline of a newscast and used synonymously with the
term

11

rur:down, 11 and which listed , from opening second

to closing second , all the elements of the newscasts ;
and (b) the format of an i ndividual story element .

In

other words, the format of story #4 will be video tape ,
live shot , studio , and so forth .
Phoner -- A report from a correspondent in the field on the
phcne , usually when a live video was not poss ible or
convenient .
Standupper -- Story from a reporter who was literally standing
up on location w~en doing a story .
·urr.~~rs --The ratings .
"News G"'oup" --The manage:nent team within the news department
mace ~p of the ND, AND , AE, EP , and NPs .
Lcgc--A graphic or artisti c representa~ion of the stations
call letters and channel number .
Overnights-- Rati1gs that were received literally from the
oreceding night frorr. devices attached to television
sets i1 individual homes in the station ' s viewing area.
These were immediate and different f r om the ratin gs
received regularly in book form .
Hard news -- News items such as fires , murders , accidents ,
natural disasters . Also referred to as b reaki ng news .
Soft news -- News items that were preplanned such as
ix

•
interviews , special consumer stories , and investigative
pieces .

Also referred to as non - breaking news .

Live truck --A truck or van with technical equipment capable
of sending live television pictures back to the
station/ studio from a remote/distant location via micro
wave.

A KU ( live) Truck could send back sound and

pictures from greater distance using uplink satellite
equipment.
Telep rompter -- a devise attached to a camera that reflected
news copy onto a transparent surface from which news
personnel could look directly into the camera lens
whi le reading their prepared copy .

X

CHAPTER I
OVERVIEW AND PREVIOUS RESEARCH

Overview
Scnolars in the social sciences have been studying the
effec ts of television since shortly after it came of age
forty years ago (Altheide , 1976; Cohen , Adoni , & Bantz,
1990 ; Iyengar & Kinder , 1987 ; Jef fres , 198 6; Klapper , 1960;
Kraus & Davis , 1976 ; Kraus & Perloff , 1985; Shoemaker &
Mayfield , 1987) .

The range and intensity of that study have

p roduced a mixed assortment of findings .
However , one tning seems to emerge-- something more than
a mirroring of society is occurring between source and
receiver .

Put plainly , some research indicates that

television influences behavior rather than simply reflecting
it back as an image in a mirror .

(Altheide , 1976 ;

Altschull , 1984; Cohen et al ., 1990; Epstein , 1973; Klapper,
1960; Jeffres , 1986 ; Turi< , 1986) .
Regarding the subject of television news , Turk (1986)
posits tnere is a significant amount of research to support
11
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the idea that television is more than a mirror on the world.
She further contends television journalists r ework
the news before broadcasting it to a ma ss audience :
Preferences and prejudices of journalists taint
information and the media carry not just
unmanipulated factual information, but information
that is reworked in light of the journalist ' s
values . (p . 1)
Similarly, Yagade and Dozier (1990) suggest this news
making is done by news personnel with individual and shared
values .

Their research found that issues are framed and

given a set of meaning by the media because events are in
the eye of the beholder .

The conclusion is that the media's

shared values are passed on to viewers .
Other research indicates that the individuals who make
television news work within a closed and exclusive world of
television news departments

(Altschull , 1984; Altheide,

1985; Cir inc, 1967 ; Cohen et al . , 1990 ; ~ishman , 1980 ;
Kaniss , 1991 ; Klapper , 1960 ; Tuchman, 1978).
Tuchman (1978) contends that within these news
departments individuals construct reality .

She argues that

the news is fit into a whole and is made to represent a
particular reality of the news personnel .
that

She concludes

television news defines and redefines things and ways

of doing things that are presented in a context of everyday
world reality .
More pointedly, Parenti (1986) asserts that television
jou~nalists invent reality as unconscious peddlers of the
prevai:ing economic and political system .
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In studying the realities of attitudes and perception ,
Hastorf and Cantril (1954) did research on a Dartmouth
football game which indicated the contest actually was many
different games to many different people who watched it, and
each person's version of the events was just as real to him
or her as other versions were to other people (Severin &
Tankard, 1992 ) .
Relating the above to television news , it would seem
viewers generally expect news "versions" to be reality-fact, not fiction .

However , in a study of mid - size and

large television news departments McManus (1990b) discovered
that fact and fiction were sometimes blurred:
Not o~ly was quality - control minimal , but producers
and news directors sometimes encouraged or
participated in distortions . Some examples : at
the mid - sized station the news director instructed
reporters to tease viewers with opening statements
that promised more than the story would deliver .
At tne large station editors agreed that they had
distorted the first day's coverage of a teacher's
strike, but then repeated the error the second day ,
presenting as typical the school they believed most
likely to render dramatic events and showing scenes
of chaos that the reporter had warned the producer
against us ing, explaining that the presence of the
camera might have helped to create the chaos .
(p . 43'
In a more general context Altheide ( 1985 ) found that
mass media influe nce definitions and understanding of
events .

The way news is formatted organizes the

communication .

The content, grammar, style , and

presentation shape the experience .

In citing Nardi's (1984)

study, Altheide relates that magic , slight of hand, and
pattern of performance are essential for the magician to get

•
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an audience to associate one thing with another .

Here he

contends individuals perceive meanings based on their past
experiences .

These experiences help the magician construct

a discernable succession of events whi l e concealing the real
manipulations .

However , the audience knows it is a magician

concealing the moves .

Television news is another story .

Altheide concludes :
Whether the information presented is true or not is
only one issue , the larger issue is what people
accept as criteria and evidence of information ,
completeness , and ultimately truth .. .. (p . 51)
The synthesis of the above indicates that the
assemoling of television news takes place in a private world
o: news personnel witnin television news organizations .
Tnere is also a suggestion that television viewing may
i~:luence human behavior .
These two conclusions provided the basis for this
thesis as an examination of news personnel in their daily
processing o f television news in a local television
station's newsroom .
Be:ore proceeding it was useful to review previous
research .

Th~s review suggests there are several factors

tnat influence the news personnel's private world and thus
the assembling of television news .

These factors are

discussed more fully below.
Previous Research
The literature (Ettima & Whitney , 1982 ; Fishman , 1980;
Jeffres , 1986; Kaniss , 1991 ; Kraus , 1990; Shoema~er &
1ayfield, 1987) indicates there are five broad factors that

~-

-- -

-
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influence news personnel in their selection of television
news items for telecast :
1. The values, standards , and attitudes of news
personnel .
2. Organizational rules/procedures of news operations ,
and ideological positions of the corporations they exist
within .

3 , Economic/budget constraints imposed by a need for
profits .
4 . Everyaay equipment needs , ti~e constraints , and
routines in the work environment .

5 , External ~vents set by polit ical and social
organizations , te evision viewers , and other informants .
In order to furtner understand these factors, each is
discussed mor~ fully below :
Values/standaras/attitudes of tne news personnel.
Shoema~er and Mayfield ( 1987) posit that the values of news
personnel , tne internal and external organizational
~ressures , and tne desire to conform to a way of thinking
affect how and what is presented as television news.
Gans (1979) reports the reality of television news is
subjective to news personnel .

Similarly, Severin and

Tankard (1992) suggest television journalist's beliefs color
tneir perception of reality .

Matelski (1991) research also

found that television news perso nnel 's standards and values
influenced the selection of news items for local news
~elecasts .
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Wulfemeyer (1990) reported more specifically on the
directors of the news department .

He concluded , television

news directors, "· . . must draw their own lines between what
is ethical and what is not ethical" (p . 984) .

In his

research , he found that these lines were blurred .

His study

revealed that 51% of 220 news director's surveyed in large
and small markets said it was all right to accept free
gi:ts .

The research also found 47% said it was okay to

accept free event tickets- - 421 to free meals .

His research

also reports 61i allowed it was acceptable to hold office in
a comT.unity group .

:inally, 21% responded that it was

permissible to violate traffic laws, and 44% agreed that
tn~y should correct factual mistakes made by sources.
Merrill and Odell ( 1983) discussed pers~asive val ues
dnd standards more gene rally.

They noted there is "notning

w~ong with persuasive journalism'' (p . 129) .

However, they

are quick to add there is a diffe~ence between legitimate
persuasion and ill~gitimate persuasion .

Legitimate

persuasion is open, frank , and nonest .

Illegitimate

persuas ion is "pr opagandist ic by persons who appeal to
authority, prejudice, jump to conclusions, and who believe
that the end justifies the means" (p . 132 - 34) .
Similarly, concerned with the idea of persuasion,
A::heide ( 1976) studied television news and found that the
beliefs and value systems of news personnel effected ways of
looking at events that distorted them .
With respect to what influences personal values and

-

--

- ~ -- ~ ~ ~ - - - -
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standards , there is additi onal research which indicates that
group members exert pressure on individual ' s judgments .
Funkhouser (1972) found that public ranking of an issue as
important , and the amount of coverage given the issue by the
media , "showed a strong correspondence" (Severin & Tankard ,

19 7 9 , p . 2 10) .

In th i s 1 i g ht , A1th e id e ( 19 7 6) imp 1 i ed that

the smaller group of news decision makers may be similarly
influenced.

He proposed that the media feed on themselves

in the context of the news presentation .

He theorized,

defin itions in the mind give order to shared experience .

He

concluded news people use these definitions as guides, and
they shape one another's concept of self and the news .
Coupling tne sameness in the making of the news with
values and standards , Altheide ( 1985) confirms that the mass
media are organized so that a small group of people produce
news that is then disseminated to a mass audience .
Under the larger umbrella of individual values and the
relation to news content , Altschull (1984) noted that
reporters and editors are molded by the system they live in .
He says , "To imagine that journalist are a breed apart,
somehow able to be objective about the world around them in
a way that others cannot is to believe in logical absurdity"
(p . xi) .
He further commented on news personnel's responsibility
to serve the puolic's needs and necessities :
Journalists have something in mind when they speak
of society , it is likely they are referring to the
society they know, men and women of the upper
middle class, literate , articulate , interested in

1111--------------------~
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public affairs , those who are well educated and
affluent . The doctrine of social responsibility
reaffirms the existing social order whi le at the
same time providing the cloak of moral rectitude .
(p .

304)

In a more complex study, Cohen et al ., (1990) looked at
several perspectives of television news coverage such as
social conflict, constraints, values , and the mai~tenance of
the status quo .

As regards values, he and his associates

f ound two levels of constraints on news personnel: (a)
journalists personal values and standards , and (b) their
fundamental view of tne world and their place in it .
Further, Cohen et al . found that news personnel operate in a
p r ofessional culture which holds them to a value system that
ranks institutions and groups as acceptable or not.

They

conclude , that the news culture also defines norms , the
violation of wn ich would be held as significant .
Lastly, in what seems to be a f o rm of groupthink ,
Shoe~aker and Mayfield ( 1987) found personnel working in
television news were subject to criticism from peers in a
"context of shared values" (p . 10) .
Organizational rules, procedures , and ideological
positions .

Indicating that news personnel's personal values

are subjugated to the greater organizational whole , Epstein

C1973) states:
The fact ... that newsmen have certain shared values
about what constitute news does not necessarily
mean that these news values prevail when they run
counter to the structural constrains and logic of
the organization . (p . 36)
He found numerous uniform procedures for processing
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information and reaching decisions in the structure of the
organiza tion .
The organizational whole to Parenti ( 1986) is
capitalism .

He contends capitalism mainta i ns its control by

imitat i ng democracy .
To best secure their legitimacy and popular
acceptance , r uling interest must maintain
democratic appearances and to do that must not only
l i e , distort , to hide their oppression and unjust
privileges , but must occasionally give into popular
demands , giving a little to keep a lot . (p . 245)
Altheide (1985) said it more simply when he stated the
put>lic is informed by a "stat us quo" orientated news media
( p . 59) . He contends the concept of faith in a free press

doesn't conform with reality .

He states it is useful for

the capitalist manipulators to g i ve the impression that the
press is free of outside interference , serves the public's
right to know, seeks to present the truth , and reports facts
objectively and fairly .

"Belief in these impressions makes

manipulation easier and assists i n the maintenance of
capitalism" ( p . 141) .
Altschull ' 1984) sums the view when he states , 'Con:.rol
was placed in the hands of private commercial interests and
they were permitted to develop and profit from b r oadcasting
as they wished" (p . 135) .

In a democracy an informed free

?Ublic is charged with self rule .
by

Information is provided

a free press and it tnen follows that the freedom of the

people is directly related to the free press .

But

capitalist use this press as a tool to preserve the system .
Specific organizational rules and procedu res that
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influence the selections , shaping , and timing of television
news stories were found by Shoemaker and Mayfield (1987) .
These include such things as deadlines , format requirements ,
availability of sources , and a preference for events that
offer greater v i deo opportunity .
Moreover , other researchers ( Cohen et al ., 1990) found
the organizational structure and routines of news operations
as well as the economic constraints of cost control ,
formats , technology , and allotted time affected news
content .

However , they report that the political , economic ,

and social systems within which the newsroom operates are
more important than the routine demands of the news process .
These findings conclude that journalists function in a
structure of work assigned to them by their organizations
which in turn is defined i n the context of the
organi zation al nierarchy .
The organizational hierarchy is not always the final
authority however .

Epstein (1973) found managers make up

written formal o rganizational procedures which are
g~idelines for news personnel to follow in the production of
the television news product .

However , the managers also

have unwritten gu idelines and the formal policies are
sometimes ignored .

Epstein explained :

When executives , producers , and correspondents all
share the same view and further perceive it to be a
view accepted by virtually all thoughtful
persons . . . controls tend to be disregarded . (p . 233)
More focused research reveals how the smaller
organizational news unit is structured .

The findings

1111
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indicate the routines of news making is directed by a group
of individuals who are l ead by the news director .

For

example , Kaniss ( 1991) found that the news director
dete rmines the flow , presentation , coverage , and slant of
the news on a daily basis :
A hierarchy in local television newsrooms exists in
which reporters gather news , producers make the
majority of news and production decision on a day
to day basis , assignment editors find potential
news stories , and news directors set policies that
determine the criteria for those decisions .
(p . 105)
Powers (1991) says television news directors may have
t he most complex role of any manager in broadcasting :
They control the newsroom budget , determine
salaries , assign responsibilities, supervise
overall newsroom functions , establish priorities ,
and provide staff leadership . (p . 772)
Powers further stated ~hat the television news director
controls what is seen and heard on their news programs
regarding social and political conflict .

She determined

that tney decide which ite~s are selected for non - breaking
news stories .
The manner in which the news manager directs news
coverage is significant .

Strentz (1989) reported:

The way news is collected helps determine what is
reported ... because power often connotes a degree of
formal and organized control to effect change [and]
influence may be subtle , i ndirect , or unintended .
( p . 5)

rurther study of news management was done by Chang and
Kraus ( 1990) .

They found items considered important by the

i~stitutional decision making body was represented by the
news manager operating within the organizational framework .

22
The synthesis here seems to point to an underlying
nature of the system as having built i n i nclinat i ons that
dictates the flow of news , not through a conscious agenda
sett ing by the news personnel or the local management, but
rather a corporation that has a life of its own with a
ooligatory need for ratings to satisfy a requi remen t for
cont i nued growth .
Economics, budget constr aints, prof i ts , and television
ratings .

The ultimate goal of an organization in a

capitalis tic society, by definition , is to make a profit
(Paren ti, 1986).

In television , ra tings

trans late into

profit (Ryu , 1982) .
Despite personal values , which may influence the slant
of television news , Rye (1982) posits the underlying motive
is rating s uccess to p lease the corporation ' s need for the
ena product wnich is profits .

Colapinto (1991) asserts , "TV

news is turning to the style and content o f trash TV to
oolster waning viewersnip ... as they vie with Geraldo and
Phil Donahue for sensation - seeking items" (p . 86) .
Still otner research (Cohen et al . , 1990) suggests news
in c ount ries such as Great Britain do no t have the profi t
ori entation .

This differs from the system in the United

States which the findings conclude have capitalistic
attitudes and values that are espoused through a free press .
Many fact o rs contribute to decis io ns in the newsroom.
However , economics seems to larg~ly prevail in the final
equation a nd the "c herished professional norms of the

23
newsroom [are] being increasingly jeopardized by the bottom
li~e" (Ett ema & Whitney , 1982 , p . 165) .
McManus (1990b) concurs that multiple influences play
on the final decision by which the news personnel determines
what is news , but in some cases they are subjugated to
ratings which equal profit .

To this point , McManus's

research found related behavior :
. .. the news director confided that two series of
stories on Central American nations were censored
because viewers might switch channels if they
thougn~ the station was showing American foreign
policy in a negative light . (p . 43 )
Altheide ( 1976 ) implies the demand for ratings seems to
dis tort wha~ is an already subject ive view of reality .

He

indicates actors, objects , 3nd actions are selected , edited ,
and produced i n those sites mo st amenable to visual formats ,
and visuals shape the content of news reports .
Still otners (Cha ng & Kraus , 1990) found editor's views
of audie nce interest seem to be the underlying factor that
makes up news .

The audience interest would logically

~ranslate to ratings . Ingredients such as convenience,
c loseness , cont~oversy , popularity , repercussion , human
interest , sensationalism , and uniqueness were found to be
determining fact o rs in selecting news items .
Ryu ( 1982) concluded the reason some stories are
reported and some are not is due to ratings pressure on the
news personnel to reach the greatest share of viewers .

He

contends that the commercial nature of television defines
local television news :

11111------------------~
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Since adver t ising money is th e only source of
income for the commercial stations operating in
America , and since in c ome is directly affected by
ratings , all commercial TV stat i ons make every
effort to maintain high ratings even i n news .
(p . 75)
Ryu further quoted Roone Arledge of the American
Broaacasting Company :
Most local stations l i ve and die by the Nielsen
ratings of their local news , which ha s become one
of the i r biggest profit centers . I think i t ' s a
very dangerous trend . (p . 79)
Similarly and wi th more final i ty , Altschull (1984)
asserted media content is determined by those who control
the purse strings .
Shoemaker and Mayfield (1987) suggest economics
explains media content , and is tne product of a diverse set
of ideological stimulus directed by those who derive profit
fr om the media .
Bagdi~ian ( 1984) wrote broadcasters design their
co ntent to reacn the audience wanted by large advertisers .
Televised news is rapid - fir e and vivid and
. .. encased in an entertainment format . . . in order to
ffiai~tain a maximum audience for the commercials .
Broadcast profits are directly related to audience
ratings , so no item in the news is permitted to be
so long as to bore any significant part of the
audience ... . (p . 109)
In this reach for ratings , other research suggests
conflict is sometimes a means to an end .

It asserts all

conflict is not bad in that some serve to make social change
possible (Cohen , et al ., 1990) .

This research also suggests

the mass media play a central role i n the development and
regulation of many social conflicts .

In light of the need
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for ratings , this i mplies that the more visua l and exciting
the conflict the more coverage it might accrue to i tself
because it would garner a larger news audience .
It seems to follow that there might be a desire for
creating and /o r stimulating discord .

Altschull (1984)

contended "The essence of news is conflict" (p . 11) .

The

implication that some conflict is the result of television
news coverage might be of interest for further study .
Equipment , time constraints , and routines in the work
environment .

Some research supports the theory that the

daily routines of the news personnel determines the content
of television news .

The theory posits the making of local

television news is a complex process where events and
circumstances dictate what television news is . In other
words the decision making is more or less concerned with
simply kee;>ing tne "train on the track" and "throwing the
right switches" (Jeffres , 1986 ; Severin & Tankard , 1979) ,
Criteria used to determine routines in the news work
place was documented by Altheiae ( 1976) .

The first of these

was time management . This coincides with the " news fac to ry"
(Jeffres , 1986 , p. 92) model which suggests news is a
product that advances through stages of production with raw
mater ial (news items) being selected, processed , and the
finished product (news telecast) emerging .
Routine requirements for raw material news items to be
covered by television were documented by Altheide (1976) .
He found several guidelines to be important for coverage
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consideration .

The first was the ease with which news

personnel could obtain information about the event , get to
t h e s i te, and obtain tape to be important for coverage .
Other items of importance were the news producers
expectation of good action video , that the event was
perceived to have interest for an audience, and the ease
with wh ich an event could be briefly stated and joined to
other events .

Al~heide concluded the more an event fit

these criteria the better its chance for being covered .
Etterna and Whitney ( 1982) studied the various influences
of t h e way journalists produce their product and determined
t h at the organizational structure and processes (economics ,
c ompany, boss, legal, individual journalists, etc . ) affect
news content .

The research co ncluded news is determined by

resources and ti~e co nstrai nts.
External sources a nd events set by political and social
organizatio ns, televisio n viewers, and other informants .
Be rkowitz ( 1987 ) contends sources play a large part in
s e tti ng wnat televisio n news is .
in final l y,

The sources are important

" ... shaping information from which people

unc onsciously build their images of the world" (p . 513) .
Buckalew ( 1970 ) , on the other hand, found for the most
part , news releases went into the editor's wastebaskets as
soon as they were read .
Turk (1986) argues that the sources of information
wnich journalists rely on have more to do with media content
than the selection processes of journalists .

In other
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words, in some instances news sources make the decision
about what news has or is about to happen .
Carroll (1985) defined two elements of local television
news as prearranged events and antic i pated events .

In his

study , he found approx i mately 11 minutes of all news time on
selected la r ge and small market newscasts was anticipated .
Spontaneous news took up 3 minutes and 53 seconds .
Within this external source factor , Shoemaker ,
Danielian, and Brendlinger ( 1991) found large institutional
sources have more resources and make more information
available tnan smaller less organized ones .

Consequently,

she concludes it is difficult for the smaller organizations
to get their ideas presented on the news .
This then has been a brief review of the five factors
wnich the literature indicates have an influence on
:elevision news content .

Summarized , these factors are : ( a )

The personal values of the news personnel , (b) the
orga nizational environment , (c) economic and budget
constra i nts , (d) the equipment needs , time constraints, and
routines of tne newsroom, and (e) events set by external
forces such as political and social organizations .
With the review of the factors that influence
television news concluded , an examination of news content
follows .
News Content
In his study of network news , Epstein (1973) found that
brea~ ing news ( accidents , crime , natural disasters , and so
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forth) made up only about 2i of network news .

The remainder

was non - breaking news content .
More recently , Carroll (1985) found the average minutes
devoted to categories of local news in medium to small
television markets was : breaking news -- 3 : 17 minut e s ;
situations news--6 : 01 minutes ; soft/feature news --2 : 82
minutes .

In another analysis he found that of approximately

12:00 ~inutes of news , 2 : 00 minutes were spontaneous events
while anticipated, preplanned , and enterpriser news
constituted 10 : 00 minutes.
In a later study Carroll (1989) found , of 57 television
stations in markets ran~ed from number 2 to number 193 ,
during the early evening news' period from August through
November 1986, the following breakdown in minutes :
Breaking news --4 : 26 minutes ; situation news --8 : 59 minutes ;
s oft/feature news -- 3 : 86 minutes ; commentary --0 : 27 minutes ;
editorial -- 0 : 10 minutes ; chat/transition -- 1 : 20 minutes;
tease mate~i3l -- 1:60 minutes .

The remainder of the half

ho ur was sports , weather , commercials, etc .
In this later study non - brea~ing news (situation, soft
feature , commentary , editorial) constituted 14 minutes in a
nalf - hour while five minutes was breaking news .
Carroll's (1985) research also addressed news content
values as related to market size .

He found larger market

news directors preferred timely stories whereas smaller
market preferrea more local stories .
Bernstein , Lacy , Cassara , and Lau (1990) discovered
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larger television stations (Detroit , Portland) tended to
give less coverage to local news but gave more time to
national and international events .

Conversely , smaller

stations (Lans i ng , Alpena) gave more time to local and
regional events .

The research reasoned that news director's

in the larger markets perceived that their viewers were more
interested in national events .

A second theory was that

stations expanding the length of their newscasts did not
increase their staff size .

Consequently , they used readily

available material from national sources .
Ryu ( 1982) exa~ined news content in three local
television station's newscasts .

He found a total of 14 . 0

minutes was divided into : (a) Local and state government -3 . 2 minutes ; (b) commJnity and economic affairs --2 . 9
minutes ; (c) sensationalism and human interest --4 . 3 minutes ;
and (d) nat ional and interr.ational --3 . 6 minutes .
Severin and Tankard ( 1979) determined that local
television news is usually :
. . . two highly redund ant half - hou r segments ,
preceding and following the national evening news.
After making allowances for commercials , weather,
sports, fillers , network feeds of items not used on
t he national news , PR handouts , and happy talk ,
most local evening news programs , with few
exceptions , probably contain less than five minutes
of local news . (p . 325)
In a case study, Berkowitz ( 1990 ) coded 391 potential
stories during a four week period in a local television
station news room .

He found news items were selected for

use which were convenient and attracted an audience .

He

also discovered decision maki~g to be a group process shaped
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by group standards .
Tne two categories of hard and soft news (see
Nomenclature page 9) emerge under the general umbrella of
news content .
Conclusion
In light of the foregoing review and the assumptions
posed regarding mirroring and news personnel ' s private
world, further study into the nature of news processing
see~ed desirable .

With that in mind, this research explored

the preparation of news in a local television newsroom .
The method used in this research was suggested in a
d iscussion of network television news by Adams and
Schreib~an (1978) .

They proposed participant observation

and analysis of news personnel as a methodology to further
explore the processing of television news .
For this reason and others discussed in Chapter III,
part i c ipant observation methodology (Spradley, 1980;
Jorgensen , 1989) was selected for the present study .
Following the participant observation, nondirective and
:ocused interviews ( Metzler, 1989 ; Merton et al ., 1990) were
conducted with three leaders of the news department .

The

leaders were : the News Director (ND) , Assistant News
Di rector ( AND ) , and Assignment Editor (AE) .

Additionally,

analysis of pertinent documents was employed in the
research .
The focus was on : ( a ) The five news factors outlined
above; ( b ) stages in the daily news cycle ; and (c) the
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preparation of the news program 's format concerning the
items selected , how they were prioritized, and who made the
de c isions regarding item selection and prioritizing .
Details of the methodology utilized in this research
are discussed in Chapter II and III .

CHAPTER II
METHODOLOGY

Overview
To initially study the processing of local television
news discussed in Chapter I , qualitative research in the
form of participant observation and informal interviews were
utilized (Jo rgensen , 1989; !...ofland & Lofland , 1984;
Spradley, 1980) .

Following this initial study , nondirective

and focus interviews were conducted (Metzler, 1990 ; Merton ,
Fiske, & Kendall , 1990) .

The research concentrated on the

processing of local television non - breaking news in three
area outlined on page 32 ,
Observations took place in a local network television
station which is located in a large midwestern city .

The

observations extended three weeks from August 24, 1992
through September 11 , 1992 and encompassed slightly over 48
hours from approximately 8 : 00 AM to 6 : 30 PM on various
pre- selected hours and days .

Several hours of additional

observation took place for three ensuing months .
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As noted above , this was followed by recorded
nondirectiv e and focused interviews (Merton , et al., 1990 ;
Metzler , 1989) .
The study concentrated on situat i ons that i nvolved : (a)
The News Director (ND) , Assistant News Director (AND) ,
Assignment Editor (AE) , Executive Producer (EP) , and two
News Producers (NP) all hereafter referred to as the " news
group "; (b) the activity that took place in meetings ,
~ffices , and the newsroom ; (c) acts that surrounded the
newscast sucn as the story selection , format decisions , and
scnedul ing of equipment ; (d) stages i n the daily news cycle ;
(e) objectives the news group were trying to accomplish ;

(f)

e~otions expressed in the interactions of the news group and
o ~her news personnel ; (g) the physical items that were
present such as the typed formats , daily "situationer
report" , the assignment big board (BB) , monitors , fax,
t;:i eprompter , and so fortn (Spradley , 1980) .
A systematic inductive method was utilized to look for
spe~ ifics in the settings to generalize broader meaning
'Jo~gensen, 1989 ) .

Further, the research stemmed from a

personal interest and findings by others on the subject
matter of television news .
Pa r ticipant Observation
As noted earlier , participant observation was the
method of research used to study the processing of news
items by a local television station's news personnel as they
prep ared for various live newscasts .
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The study met six overall conditions pertinent to the
use of participant observation in research (Jorgensen ,
1989) .

The overall conditions, with specific reference to

this research, were:
1. Access was gained to a television station .
2 . The study was conducted in the everyday work setting
of a television newsroom .

3. Human behavio r was observable from an insider's
perspective.
4 . The observable behavior was limited in size and
location to observations in the meetings and newsroom of a
single television station's news department .
5. There were areas appropriate for study regarding
cecision mak ing, value judgements, peer pressure , news
selection , and leadership .
6 . Qualitative data was gathered through direct
observatio ns and interviews at di:ferent times and in unique
settings .
The above conditions being satisfied, the research
proc eeded in a "developmental research sequence" ( Spradley,
p. 180 - 182) which first involved preparation .

This involved

select ing a site and then gaining entry to it.

Once on the

site, descriptive observations centered on looking at the
situation in a broad overview to see the people , placement
of objects, what the setting was like , and what was
happen ing in the setting .
After recording and analyzing initial field data ,
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focused observations (distinctly different than subsequent
focused interviews) followed .

This observation looked to

particular areas with questions asked to direct future
observat ions .

For example, decision making was one of the

items being studied in this research . A question then arose:
who are the people making local television news decisions?
After completing this initial analysis , the news group
was selected as the unit for study .
Lastly, selective observations
specific behavior of the news group .

were narrowed to
Here patterns of

behavior that dealt with the processing of the news were
obser ved .

Tne selective observations concentrated on the

processing of local television non - breaking news outlined in
tne overview .

To analyze the non - breaKing news items ,

Carroll 's (1989) definitions of non - breaking news were used .
These defin1~ions are discussed on page 39 ,
finally, researcher involvement was low and
part icipation was passive because of no involvement in tne
actual decision making process of the news group (Spradley ,
1980) .

However, tne researcner was permitted inside

presence in the decision making meetings of the day .

This

permitted direct observaticns of the reactions and comments
of the news group along with interactions of other news
personnel .
The findings are presented with anonimity and
confidentiality .
Data Collection
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Data collection was accomplished with field notes ,
interviews , and analysis of documents .
Field Notes .

There are many different ways to keep

systematic records of one ' s observations .

The essential

task is that the researcher be consistent , thorough, and
systematic

(Dobbert , 1982 ; Kirk & Miller, 1986 ; Sanjek,

1990 ; Werner, Schoepfle , & Mark , 1987) .
In this research a small note book was carried at all
t i mes in which notes were made between observations and
informal interviewing .

When possible this was done during

events but usually after because it became apparent , when
note taking was started in a meeting or during a
conversation , that the note taker became the observed and
t hing s became quiet .

Consequently , mental note taking was

frequently utilized accompanied by quick written comments .
~ater these written comments directed the memory to
particular events which had transpired .

These recalled

events were typed (not more than 24 hours after the
obse rvations) into single spaced unedited notes , saved on
disk , and yielded one to two single spaced pages per
observation hour (Lofland & Lofland , 198l.J) .
To differentiate partial from actual quotes , exa ct
verbal material was recorded with in double quotation marks .
Single quotation marks were used around verbal material with
a "lesser degree" of direct quotation (Lofland & Lofland ,
p . 65) .

Other punctuation marks employed were parentheses

to enclose asides , additions , and thoughts at the time .
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Brackets were similarly used for key phrases and thoughts.
In addition to field notes , a jou rna l was kept which
was similar to a personal diary and contains notes about the
work, physical environment, and the effect of it all on the
research (Werner & Schoepfle, 1987) .

These journal notes

were also a source of recall and were used in the writing of
the final report.
Interviews .

After three months of the previously

mentioned additional observations continued analysis of the
data , an interview guide was prepared and interviews were
scheduled , conducted , and recorded with the News Director
(ND ) , Assistant News Director (AND) , and the Assignment
Editor (AE ) in their offices .

These were each approximately

one hour in length and consisted of asking a series of
nondirective (Metzler, 1989 ) identical questions followed by
a set of unique focused retrospection questions (Merton , et
al ., 1990) .

Retrospection inquiries asked respondents about

specific events encountered in the initial observation .
Tnis technique permitted the interviewer and the interviewee
to recall and share a particular moment from a previous
setting .

These questions sought feelings of the

participants as previous events were unfolding .
Additionally , nondirective interview questions allowed the
interviewee to discuss open ended subjects such as, "What is
news? "
Further, informal interviews took place during the
process of observation .

These interchanges provided an
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opportun ity to talk with the Assistant News Director (AND)
in the news room , his office , outside the station at various
locations , and on the telephone.

Similarly , they occurred

with the Assignment Edi tor ( AE) , reporters, "star" anchors ,
News Producers (NP) , and the News Director's secretary on
both the fir st floor and second floor of the news
department .

Dur ing these interviews , in additi on to the

researcher's questions , the subjects offered comments about
their work .

This allowed conversations that lead to a

better understanding of the news people and the processing
of th"" news .
Documents .

Numerous documents retrieved from the news

se~ting were analyzed .

These included program formats,

s c ripts , daily situationers , co~ference call re ports , and
1r. mos .
0

Analysis Of Data
Analysis was begun by sorting the data into broad
catebory outlines discussed previously : (a) The five news
factors ; (b ) stages in the daily news cycle ; and (c) the
preparation of the news program ' s format concerning what
no~ - brea~ing news items were selected , how the items were
prioritized , and who made the decisions regarding ite~
selection and prioritizing .

Within the latter , individual

categories of non - breaking news items were defined using
Carroll ' s (1989) criteria :
1. Situational stories -- reports on circumstances that
are part of an on - going process of policy consideration .
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2 . Preplanned events -- press conferences , opening
nights , ceremonial appearance events planned with news media
coverage in mind .

3, Anticipated events--court hearing , trial decisions ,
legislative actions .
4 . Enterpriser stores -- initiated in identifying topics
that otherwise would not be included i n the newscasts .
As the analysis progressed , the data was analyzed then
moved into categories which seemed closest to the fit .

For

example, a broad category wa s non - breaking news . Therefore ,
decisions regarding non - breaking news items that were
selected for the final format were noted and placed in the
non - breaking news item catebory .
Further analysis included sor~ing smaller units then
grouping them together . For example , a no~ - breaKing news
unit was enterpriser stories .

These were identified tnen

groupea together .
Analysis was further enhanced by asking questions about
the data (Lofland & Lofland , 198lJ) ; Spradley , 1980) such as :
(a) What were the steps and stages in making decisions? (b)
who lead the news department? (c) what were the standards
used by the news group when making a decision? (d) what were
the factors mentioned when maK i ng news decision? (e) what
was discussed when making a decision? (f) who ' s views were
considered when maKing a new•s decision? (g) what
constraints on news decisions were there? (h) who decided
what the final format was? and (i) what were the criteria in
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selecting news items?
Finally , in searching for cultural themes , the data was
analyzed for recurring act i ons , quotes , and behavior
( Spradley , 1980) .
Document Analysis .

News program format , scripts, daily

regional conference call reports , press releases , and memos
were obtained and analyzed for content .

For example ,

individual news program formats were studied to determine
types of news stories placed in the final format .

Notes

were ta~en of other documents that were observed on bulletin
boards and commonly used work desks .

These included

sa te llite news transmission informati on and station policy
for news personnel .
Val ues a~d Standards .
As men~ioned above , a focus of this research was the
five ne ws factors outlined in Chapter I .

The first of

those , val ues and standards , is further defined below to
facilitate study and discussion .
Ro~each (1973) defined standards in terms of values . He
concluded that a value is a standard to measure attitudes .
He further believed that a value is based on a type of
belief that involves doing something (the means ) to achieve
an end .

In other words , the action one takes to achieve

her/his goals .

Rokeach defined seven measures of standards :

1. Taking a particular position on a social issue .
2 . Predisposed to favor one particular political or
religious ideo logy over another .
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3 . Guiding presentations of the self to others .
4 . Evaluation and judging by praise/blame of self and
o thers .
5 . Comparison processes such as morality and competency
to others .
6 . Persuasion and influence of others .
7 . Rationalization of beliefs , attitudes , and actions
that otherwise are unacceptable and to maintain and enhance
self- esteem .
Additionally , Matelski ( 1991 ) more broadly defined five
categories that were reported in a 1987 study of standards
by Christian .

Matelski concludes the sorting out of

stan dards could be judged according to : (a) Aesthetic values
( harmonious , pleasing) , ( o ) professional values (innovative ,
prompt) , ( c ) logical values (consistent , competent) , (d )
sociocultural values ( thrift, hard work) , and (e) moral
values (honesty , no nviolence ) .
Using both Rokeach's measures and Matelski's categories
as focus points of observation, the values and standards of
the news group were observed , analyzed , and categorized .
Qualitative Research
Concerning the limitations of the study , research
indicates there are two inclusive perspectives by which
humans acquire knowledge :
1 . The store of information that one learns from books ,
other people , beliefs and so forth -- sometimes referred to as
second hand or "agreement reality" (Babbie , 1983 , p . 5) .
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2 . The other class of knowledge is the one which one
sees and hears directly

- commonly referred to as first

hand or "experienced reality" (Babbie , p . 5) .
Given these definitions , partic i pant observation seemed
a logical method for this r esearch to gain knowledge ,
understanding , and insight about a closed environment such
as a local television newsroom .

In that regard , it should

be noted that questionnaires ( in this researcher ' s opinion)
woul d be looked at with cynicism , discarded or , if filled
out, would lack candor ; and personal interviews would fail
unless a long standing rapport and trust had been
established .

Participant observation provides for that kind

of relationsnip , and the subsequent focused interviews would
not have come about without it .
This research is based on the assumption that the
symools people use to convey meaning are sometimes best
found by direct obse rvation (Lofland & Lofland , 1986 ; Wax ,
1971) .

Reliabi:ity.

This research meets criteria that others

consiaer appropriate for reliability .

This criteria entails

using multiple procedures for collection of data , gaining
access, a discussion of the procedures used , and direct
observations (Jorgensen, 1989 ) .
Accordingly, the use of multiple procedures for
collection of data in this research were : (a) the direct
observation of news processing ; (b) informal interviews with
news personnel ; (c) formal interviews with the News
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Director , Assistant News Director , a nd Assignment Editor ;
(d) an i nformant ; and (e) analysis of retrieved news
formats , memos , daily s i tuationers , and other documents .
Secondly , liberal access was gained to a newsroom
setting .

This access inc l uded wide freedom to move

independently on both floors of the news department,
offic es , the assignment board area , and free access to daily
regularly scheduled news meetings .
Tnirdly, specifics of the data collection and analysis
are discussed her ein wh ich allows for evaluation of the
procedure .
Lastly, the obse rva t i on was of first hand everyday life
behav i or i n a newsroom setting .

The study observed what and

how news items were processed by i~dividuals in a newsroom .
Tnese findings may be tested in this or other local
~elevision newsrooms .
Sum~ary
Qualitative methodology in the form of participant
observation and informal i nterviews were initially utilized
in the research .

This was followed by nondirective and

focused i nt erviews .

The research concentrated on the

processi ng of local television non - breaking news items and
the human behavior that directed the procedures . As noted
above, the research focused on: (a) The five news factors
ou tlined in Chapter I ; (b) stages in the daily news cycle ,
and (c) the preparation of the news program's format
conce rni ng what items were selected , how the items were
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prioritized , and who made the decisions regarding item
selection and prioritizing .
This , then , was the initial methodology put to use in
an examination of the processing of local televis i on news .
Chapter III detai l s the next stages in the research
rnethodology --selection of a site and gaining entry .

CHAPTER III
ACCESS TO THE RESEARCH SITE

Preparation
After the initial steps involved in methodology
proposal and approval , there remained the task of decidi ng
the particulars of a site to be used for the observation of
t el evision news making.
obv ious .

Three things were immediately

first , the site had to be a television station .

Secondly , the station nad to be i n the business of news
making .

And thirdly , a specific newsroom had to be

accessible .

The first two requirements indicated that

network affiliated television stations should be targeted
since they are television stations and they do several hours
of news every day .
After this preliminary analysis , the essential third
step for this research to proceed was selection of a
specific station then gaining entry to the site .
steps are discussed more fully below .
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These
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Selection of a Site
After the initia l preparation the selection of a
specific site that met the research requirements was decided
upon .

The s i t e was a television station that had been used

for observations in the spring of 1992 for a seminar in
organi zational team building .

That entry was accomplished

through the engineering department , the vice president of
which, had been known i n a previous television work setting .
Consequently , a letter (personal communicat i on , June
30 , 19 92) and follow up call (personal communication , July
8, 1992) t o the same Vice President ( VP ) of Engineering was
made .

He directed contact to the News Director since , as

the VP advised i t was tne News Director's department and he
would have to approve of any observation .

Following up on

that , a letter (pe rsonal communication , July 10 , 1992) was
written to t he News Director (ND) remi nd ing him of the
previous team building meetings and that the Vice President
of Engine eri ng had suggested that he be contacted for the
thesis project .

Later phone calls brought resistance to the

project and in September he left the station to go to
another city as News Director (ND) .
Fortunately , while in the process of th i s negotiation ,
a former colleague phoned to ask about another television
station in the same city that met the previously mentioned
research requirements .

He was interviewing for the

As s istant News Director position at that station (personal
communication, June , 1992) .
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A few weeks later (personal communication , July, 1992)
he called to say he had accepted the job and would start in
a few weeks .

This was good news because it was an

opportunity to gain entry to a newsroom.
Gaining Entry
Previous researchers have found , gaining entry can be a
formidable task (Lofland & Lofland , 1984) .

In the case of

organizations in competitive situations , it may be easier to
gain entry as a part time employee or intern .
an insider made the access possible .

In this case

Without his help this

research would have been difficult i: not impossible to
accomplish .
As noted earlier , attempts at another station failed
because the ~ews director was fearful that hovering around
would effect his operation .

He also said he was certain

t hat t h e family wnich was the subject of a Public
Broadcasting Service television study years ago had probably
wis h ed tnat ~hey had not permitted the intrusion .

His other

reason was that commercial television was a private business
ar.d tne people in the industry had a right to protect
themselves (personal communication , July 15, 1992) .
Subsequently, the first meeting with the Assistant News
Director (AND ) occurred at the station where he had just
been emp oyed .
restaurant .

This was followed by a drive to a nearby

After some small talk , the thesis research was

brougnt up witn a query about observation possibility at his
station .

He saw no problem with it but it would have to be
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cleared by the News Director (ND) .

He said he would ask the

ND, thought 1t would permissibly , and to call him in a few
days .
As it turned out , this first meeting became an informal
interview when the Assistant News Director (AND ) asked what
the research would be about .

After a brief discussion on

the topic of news ma~ing, he related that there were
hundreds of stories to choose from every day .

' You just

look at the computer screen ... thousand of items '. He further
expounded that there were five outside sources of news
coming into the newsroom--Caole News NetworK (CNN) ,
Continental United States (CONUS) , American Broadcasting
Company (ABC) , Associated Press (AP) , and PRI ( Press Release
: n format ion) .
~urthermore , the Assistant News Director (AND) related
the importance of video and action to determine if a news
story "made it on the air . "

If it was "hot video" it got on

the air first and 1f real "hot'' it would be the lead .
In discussing personnel, he said tnat some producers
tend to take the path of least resistance in getting video .
For instance, some hesitated to send out the "live eye"
truck because it involved extra effort .
like that attitude .

He said he didn't

He wanted/needed aggressiveness in

covering events.
There were additional meetings wit h the Assistant News
Di rec~or (AND) , letters written to the News Director (ND) ,
and many phone calls thereafter to gain entry .

Finally the
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ND agreed to a meeting to discuss the proposal when he got
back form a week vacat i on .
In the inte rim , an opportunity to do another informal
interview with the Assistant News Director (AND) arose .

The

station was having discussions about moving the 5 : 00 PM
female anchor news talent to the 1 1: 00 PM news program , and
the merits and liabilities of other replacements .

He

emphasized that the News Director (ND) wanted to win at 6 : 00
PM then move on to winning the 11 : 00 PM news rating ' s race .
He related that another local television channel was now
number one at 6 : 00 PM and that was one of the reasons he had
been hired .

He emphasized that he had been employed by

management to "stir it up" im;::>lying that some of the
personnel and procedures from the past were not "getting the
j ob done" since the station was second in the news ratings .
He con:ided they had recently replaced three ~ews producers
and were looking at other changes .
A week then passed , the News Director (ND) nad returned
:rom vacation , and a meeting was set to discuss the research
proposal and entry to his newsroom .

However , there were

nu~erous delays and changes of dates because the ND was busy
witn flooding on the local weather scene , Perot pulling out
of the Presidential race, the Democratic convention , and so
forth .

Nevertheless , throughout this time there was

constant contact with the Assistant News Director (AND) .
Finally, a meeting with the News Director (ND) was
aoout to take place .

However, when telephoned to confirm
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the meeting , he was busy so a number was left with his
secretary.

Unfortunate l y , he didn't return the call so a

follow up call the next day was necessary .

This was

successful and the mention of an article in the morning
newspaper about him and a local politician (the politician
was a part time analyst for the station) brought a short
response from the News Director (ND) , "At least they spelled
my name right."

Consequently, an appointment was confirmed

for Friday at 10 : 00 AM .

A tentative schedule of the

proposed observation with days and hours would be presented
then .

As it happened , there was another delay and a

resc heduling of the meeting to Monday because of a Clinton
visi: to the city , news coverage, and so forth.
Finally, a meeting took place on Monday in which
pleasantries were exchangea .

After that , the News Director

quickly wanted to know exactly what the research was
in te nded to de .
It was ex p lained that the project was to learn how news
was processed , and how all the factors were managed into a
final product .
He asked , "What do you want to do with the
information?" .
The response was that it was for educational purposes ,
and that it was part of a thesis project to earn a master's
degree .
At this ti~e he was given a copy of the proposed
o bservation schedule .
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As he read the proposal, he was advised that there was
no intent of disclosing anything, but the interest was for
educational purposes only and would be treated
confidentially and anonymously .

It was explained that the

research was directed at a desire to understan d the
information processing of local television news in a real
television news setting .

The research sought to know how

decisions were made in that complex setting by the News
Director (ND) and his staff .
He agreed with the schedule with the response, "I see
no problem with this . "

He then asked if there would also be

interviews .
This brought a general response that interviews might
be done later with him and other members of the news
department .

This would be determined as the project went

forward .
He advised that the interviews would have to be early
[before noon] because as the day progressed the producers
got very busy .
He was told this would not be a problem because the
researcher's schedule was flexible .
He looked at the schedule for a last time, agreed , and
remarked that the work could be scheduled through the
Assistant News Director (AND) with the times , and so forth .
Upon leaving his office , he commented that, "You'll
have to be like a fly on the wall . "
That was agreed to quickly .
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Summary
Selection of a site and gaining entry were the final
phase of the methodology used in this study. Chapter IV
details the findings of this research beginning with an
overvie w, succeeded by descriptions of the setting and the
news group .

This is followed by the findings with respect

to : (a) The five news factors outlined in Chapter I; (b)
stages in the news cycle ; and (c) the preparation of the
news program's format concerning what items were selected ,
how the items were prioriti zed, and who made the decisions
regarding item sel~ction and priori tizi ng

--

CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS
Introduction
This thesis is concerned with the processing of local
television news .

In tne research , three areas (outl ined on

page 44) in a local television station's news department
were observed .
In a~ informal interview , the Assistant News Director
explained that the News Directo r's current emphasis was on
the dinner hour news ratings .

Witn that in mind , the focus

of this study was primarily the daytime phase of the news
cycle .

Additionally, the 3:00 PM meeting , where planning

for tne 11 : 00 PM newscast was conducted, was also observed
and informal interviews were conducted with the 11 : 00 PM
producer .
In the first hours and days of the observation there
were many "sniffs " of curiosity from the news personnel .
Some said hello and asked what the research was about .
Other's just

11

eyeballea" the observer .

As a result , the

observations called for constant monitoring of
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researcher ' s behav i or and project i on of a non - threatening
posture .
Further , the staff who did not know what was
transpiring soon made it a point to find out about this
"stranger" in the i r territory .

For example, early in the

observation a muscular photographer approached and stood
closer than normal as he said , "Do you mind i f I a sk , but
who are you?"

A quick smile and polite response explained

that the research was simply scholarly observations into how
news was processed .
Seeming to be relieved at this , h e joked , 'You might
see that [how news was processed] here . '
As the observat i on progressed there were times when the
news personnel seemed to not notice the researcher .

In the

later days there was a feeling of being a video camera with
souna attachmen~ in the midst of the sights and sound of the
people's activity .

This then was the introductory

impressions of how the observations progressed .
Before beginning a description of the setting and
subsequent findings , a note about the usage of quotation
mar~s (outlined in Chapter II) may prove useful .

The data

in tnis thesis contains direct quotations verbatim from
recorded interviews, while some others are paraphrased
quotes taken from notes written after an interview ,
observation , conversation , and so forth .

In the later case,

although very close to the actual words (Lo fland & Lofland ,
1984) , they are not exact in that an "and" , "the", or other
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conjunction or adjective may be added .

However, the meaning

and key words are authentic (see Appendix A for complete
details) .
As noted above, before reporting the findings , a
description of the setting is discussed below .
Setting
The setting was a network affiliated commercial VHF
(Ver y High Frequency) television station located in a major
metropolitian area in the rnidwest .

A media conglomerate

owned the broadcasting facility along with several other
television stations .

This particular facility had been on

the air for over four decades .
When arriving at the station , the security around the
b~ilding was evident .

This involved video cameras ,

electronic door openers , and chain link gates at the front
and bac~ entrances .

The Assistant News Director related

that they hir ed off duty police officers to patrol the area
at nignt .

He reported tnis was necessary because the

station got "kook " letters to the anchors and "goofballs "
coming to tne front door wanting in .
Further evidence of the SPcurity was observed when
approaching the fr on t entrance , which was located on a main
avenue of the city .

At the entrance door , there was a

speaker next to a button which rang the inside receptionist .
After announcing oneself, the receptionist unlocked the door
electronically and entry was possible .

At the

receptionist ' s area guests were req u ired to fill out a form
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indicating the current time and the person they were
visiting .
As to the physical surroundings , the station occupied
three floors .

The working newsroom , studio , and storage

areas , were located on the first floor .

The editing rooms ,

offices of the News Director , Assistant News Director ,
Assignment Editor , "star" anchors , weather office , and
sports were located on the second floor .

The executive

offices of t he Vice President and General Manager, sales ,
programming , and other department heads were located on the
tn i rd floor.
This observa tion occurred primarily in the first floor
newsroom an d the second floor ne~s offices and meeting area .
Also , brief observations too~ place in the editing area ,
contro: room, third floor conference/meeting room , and
du~ir.g an informal interview i n the General Manager ' s
office .
First Floor .

A door from the backstage hallway opened

to the first floor newsroom .

Immediately inside , there wa s

a dividing wall with two colored road maps (one of the state
and one more detailed of the greater metropolitan area)
unfolded and pined to the wall .

A bulletin board hung

opposit e the dividing wall where the maps were displayed .
At tnis particular time , the board held general notices and
memos from the News Director , General Manager , and Business
Ma nager about a station party , payroll time card due
notices, job openi~gs , and a notice regarding conflict of
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interest practices .

Next to that , at t he front of the room ,

was the teleprompter printout machine .
Facing the news~oom and around the right side of the
partition, t~e Assistant News Director and Assignment Editor
desks were connected .

These desks were a central poi~t

where a lot of news discussion , assignments , and decision
mak ing took place .
Around the other left side of the partition , on the
opposite side of the room , were fax and Associated Press
news service printing ~achines .

Open cardboard boxes and

~iscellaneous papers sa~ beside and under the machines .
Once into the larger (approximately 60 ' X40') rectangular
room there was a bank of fifteen monitors (three rows of
five stacked on top of each other) along the east wall .
Tnese servea as a bac~drop fo~ live news cut - ins for
upcoming news programs .

These cut - ins were made throughout

the day as the station was promoted as a 24 hours news
station.

Each of the monitors displayed television pictures

fro~ various sources : the station's own output , other local
television competition , Cable News Network, and a "sister"
corporate own ed television sta:ion in another major market .
One of the monitors displayed a cardboard cut out of the
stations l ogo as a substitute for a real television picture .
This could be seen in the background when the above
mentioned cut - i ns were televised .
Next to the monitors was a computer keyboard with
associated blacK and white screens .

This equipment was used
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by the Assistant Assignment Editors to enter names , dates ,
locations , and so forth , that was superimposed over other
video on the newscasts for identification purposes .

For

example , a person's name or a location of a news story .
The Executive Producer , news producers , and
anchor/reporters had separate work areas in the newsroom .
Each area was enclosed by a four foot high wall .

The

cubicles were about five feet by five feet and they were
arranged in four rows .

Each work area had a computer that

was configured to connect all news personnel and offices
both on tnis first floor and the second floor .

The computer

terminals allowed the news group, reporters, producers , and
anchors to enter and /o r view stories.

The Assistant News

Dir ec tor related that he and other key members of the news
group had special codes that could change a story even as it
was being written .

The com~uter termina ls were also a

source of news items .

These sources were the Associated

Press , ABC Television Network , Press Release Informati on ,
and the local stories, formats , and so forth mentioned
earlier.

The menu screen listed seven headings : (a) look at

rundown , (b) wire overview , (c) look at file, (d) message
system , (e) telephone directory , (f) review stories , and (g)
bulletin board.
For example , on the "wire overview" , there were
numbered stories on one screen from #1856 to #1874 .

On one

day, 2300 items from the various news sources were observed
to be available to the news producers .

Typically , few of
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these item made up a news program ' s ten to fifteen news
items .

This was probably due to the news group's emphasis

on local stories .

A center of activity prior to the live

telecasts was a narrow sorting table (30 feet long by
approximately 24 inches wide ) that ran along the east wall
of the newsroom .

This table was where the news scripts were

assembled for t he anchors , directors , and production people
to pick up before doing a telecast.
Another area that had hurried activity at certain times
of the day was the news cut -i n area noted above .

This

consisted of an elevated chair where anchor/reporters
performed the live news cut - ins .

Still another domain of

the newsroom was the big board assignment desk area .

This

was located at the front entrance and sat on a raised
platfo ~m tnat ove~loo~ed the entire newsroom .

The big board

space was approxi~ately 12 X 10 f~et and was enclosed within
(approximately) a five foot high solid wall which in turn
was topped by a three foot high wall of glass .

There was

one entrance to this enclosed area with a single step up .
Inside there was an assortment of communication
equipment: television monitors, police and other emergency
scanners , communication links with reporters on location ,
computer terminals , and telephones .
Worki ng within the cramped space, two Assistant
Assignment Editors worked until the tnird arrived at 10 : 00
AM .

Supervised by the Assignment Edi tor , they made "beat"

calls ; kept track of photographers , equipment, and story
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progression ; took messages ; and listened to the scanners for
breaking news .
A center of attention inside the big board area was the
plastic assignment board which had columns where stories
were plotted throughout the day .

The columns were divided

into small boxes by vertical lines labeled : slug , reporter ,
time in/out .

The Assignment Editor and Assistant Assignment

Editors used black ink markers to slash marks within the
lines .

A slash mark(/) indicated that a story was shot and

the crew was on their way bacK to the station. A full (X)
mean t the story was back "in house" .

Most important , the

big board area was wnere the 11 : 00 PM meeting took place
between t he Assistant News Director, Executive Producer, and
5 : 00 and 6 : 00 PM News Producers .

Tnis meeting was a firming

up of items that had been discussed at the 8 : 30 AM meeting,

and to prepare for tne final format 1 : 30 PM meeting with the

News )irector .
In general the work areas were cl~ttered with copy from
precedi~g newscasts, memos tacked on walls , cardboard boxes
with papers of various kinds inside, knicknacks , calendars ,
and empty food containers .
Second Floor .

A narrow tunnel - like stair well led up

to the second f loo r news area .

The second floor was where

the News Director , Assistant News Director , Assignment
Editor , star anchors, and sports department occup ied office
space .
When en ter ing the area , a large wooden conference table
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dominated the center of the space .

There , the news group

met and made the overall decisions regarding the final news
format.

The table usually had several newspapers spread out

over the top .
As reported earlier , surrounding the conference desk
area were several offices .

The Assistant News Director

( AND ) and Assignment Editor (AE) shared a small two desk
office .

However , the AE spent most of her t i me in the first

floor newsroom, while the AND worked throughout the area
constantly and seldom stayed at any des~ for long .
The Ne~s Director's

(ND)

office had a small desk with a

computer screen to the right of his chair.

Four television

~oni~ors lined the right wall in front of the desk .
sat opposite the monitors on tne left .

A sofa

Additionally , there

were trophies, plaques , and an assortment of coffee mugs on
a shelf opposite his desk .

A small drapeless window to the

outside was behind and slightly above the ND's chair .
Along with miscellaneous paper items on his desk , there
was a small metal rectangular box with knobs.

These knobs

were at nis fingertips and were used to adjust the volume on
his television monitor as he dPsired .
The sports area was to one side of the conference room .
Here there didn't seem to be any order .

Desk were piled

high wit h newspapers, copy , clothes, and boxes .
Third Floor .

The surroundings observed on the third

floor were in sharp contract to the first and second floors .
Tne tnird floor was neat , quiet , and clean.

The conference
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room c onsisted of a r oom with a meeting table adjoined to a
larger room with sofas , tables , fireplace , kitchen area , and
small bar .

In summary , the impression of the news room and news
offices on the first two floors was general untidiness .
Desk/work stations were constructed to fit the space .

Work

stations were crowded with cardboard boxes under desks and
papers stacked on desks and in corners .

Where there was

carpet it seemed old and there was an assortment of chair
designs .

The impression was of much activity directed to

ne ws making with little concern for the appearance of the
work areas .
The exception seemed to be the anchor offices, which
were small but neat .

The weather office was larger and was

used by the entire weathe~ staff .
This then was the physical setting where the
observations and in terviews of this research took place .

Tne individual news personnel who occupied the spaces are
discussed below .
News Personnel
The people of the news department were observed to be
a close knit unit within the larger organi zation of the
television station .

Bu t , even though a part, the attitude

of this smaller group toward the larger whole was summed up
by the Assistant News Director with the terse sentiment ,

"What we all do is news ."

In reality the smaller news unit consisted of
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approximately 80 people who were generally friendly but wily
curious .

This seems not surpr i sing given the news

"mentality" as expressed by the Assignment Editor , "All of
us, I think , ya know , are nosey .

We wanna know what•s going

on and we wanna know it first . "
In the formal hierarchy the News Director was the
leader .

The Ass i stant News Director was second in

authority, and the Assignment Editor third .

Next came the

Executive Producer , and the i ndividual news program
producers of the 5 : 00 and 6 : 00 PM newscasts .
As a sub set of the smaller part , the "star " anchors
and reporters shared a special status because of their "on
air" presence.

The photographers , editors , and the

Assistant Assignment Editors formed other sub groups as
support people to the news group .
The focus of this research was on the first level of
~he news management structure which , as noted earlier, is
referred to nerein as the news group .
The News Group
This news group consisted of the News Director (ND) ,
Assistant News Director (AND) , and Assignment Editor (AE) as
top management ; and the Executive Producer (EP) , 5 : 00 PM
producer (5NP), and 6:00 PM produce r (6NP) as close
contributing partners .
News Director . The ND was a 40- 45 year old white male .
He was referred to , good naturedly and openly, as "the Jew",
"Moses" , or "your highness" by the other news group members .
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He wore a tie with a dress shirt and usually , except when
going to lunch or to a meeting on the third floor , did not
put his suit coat on .

His perception of himself was

displayed one day when a news item discussion concerning a
person who was awaiting a medical operation came up .

The

patient was living on only one fourth of a heart and the ND
commented dryly , " He ' s probably a news director . "

This was

done in a sarcastic mood but also seemed to indicate to the
news group a desired projection of himself to them .
In his role as manager/supervisor/coach , the ND visited
t h e newsroom frequently .

Sometimes he came to listen , at

other times to consul~ , give instructions or make jo~es .
Other times he came silently to sense the mood .

He

applauded and occasionally engaged in the shooting of
plastic bullets from the 6 : 00 PM News Producer's toy pistol .
He smiled, frowned , shoo~ his head , enco~raged , admonished ,
a nd sco:ded .

For example, when the weather person told him

that a radio station (the radio station was using the
television station as a source for morning weather updates )
didn't li~e the way the weather person was wording the
updates , the ND responded abruptly , "If they don't like it
tell them to get somebody else ."

At other times the

directions were in a conciliatory tone but with the
underlying "I am the boss" meaning .

For instance , while

hanging a large welcome back banner in the news room for a
female reporter who had been on assignment in Louisiana
covering Hurricane Andrew , he needed assistance and asked a

-
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reporter for help :
News Director : ' [reporter ' s name] go around there
a~d hold that end .
Reporter : 'They didn ' t hang a banner for me
when I came back from assignment .
News Director : 'Just get over there , just get
over there and do what I say . '
With light laughter the ~eporter did as he was told and
tney hung the banner .
On still another level , although the ND was not always
physically presen~ in the newsroom , his presence was felt as
his thoughts and ideas moved in and out of meetings and
situations in an omnipresent fashion .

This was evident at

an 11 : 00 AM assignment board meeting when the Executive
Producer (EP) cautioned the Assistant News Director about
t he specifics of a neNS story's treatment , 'Have to check
~ith n im [ND] first.

If he says it's Okay, if he says we do

it, we do it, if not, we don't . '

At anothe~ time , after a

meeting abou~ a possible remote broadcast , the EP advised,
":1e 1 s [ND] already said no to it .

He's not going to do it . "

Moreover, when the ND came t o the newsroom to talK to
the Assistant News Director about reporters , logistics, and
so forth his words were listened to carefully not only for
instructions , but for the mood behind the instructions .

The

"fol k" hovered near him and seemed pleased when they were
acknowledged with a glance of approval or a nod of
agreement .

There was also a game of one up where group

members appeared to want to impress the News Director with a
good suggestion or quick response - "You say, we do . "
The ND worked in a world of unscheduled events .

His

pa
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job was to manager a large department.

He also supervised

the production of several hours of aaily live newscasts .

In

the pressure environment he was openly hostile and his words
biting in the midst of a quick response .

A caustic , "Sorry

I didn't check with you , " was shot at the 5 : 00 PM News
Producer (5NP) who had questioned a change in his show
format.

On another occasion , when things were tedi ous , he

advised the Assistant News Director : " Don 't fuck with me
today . "

He was quick to judge in a more general way too .

For exampl e , while viewing the evening news in his office ,
the city's mayor was ma~ing a statement on a public policy
iss ue.

The ND quickly commented , "The mayor's turning into

a wee ny ."
In formal meetings the ND was protective of his role as
starter of the meetings .

It was understood that he called

on specif1c individuals to begin their reports .

The members

~new tnis tacit rule and were careful not to begin until
called upon .

For instance , at one meeting the 5 : 00 PM News

Producer (5NP) stopped his presentation when a discussion
between the ND and the Assistant News Director occurred .
When the discussion was over there was an awkward pause as
the 5NP stared at the ND . "Just waiting for your nod [to
continue] . " The ND smiled , nodded and the 5NP continued .
When directly observed sitting at his office desk
during the dinner hour monitoring of newscasts , the ND
adjusted the knobs that controlled his various television
set's volume as he watched the video .

He turned the sound
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up if he sensed a story was important . Occasionally he
looked at his com~uter display .
answered it quickly.

If the phone ra ng he

Between the activity he smoked

cigarettes and talked to the Assistant News Director and
Executive Producer about the news telecasts as they
unfolded .

Comments varied on the worth/value of the

stories , video , production , and people .
working .

Who wrote that lead?

Interview's too long .

"Se e , that story's

Nice job , nice job .

What's with the supers?"

One time he

looked up to observe the competition and commented ,

"See

[our competition] is going on with sleeze" in reference to
the "Geraldo'' tal~ show being done from the Mustang Ranch in
Nevada.
Generally composed on the surface , underneath he seemed
to be sensing the texture of the air around him as he
discerned the events in the outside world .
character i zea it,

As he

"Bigger issue things, the economy, just

topics of the day , big picture issues that you got to follow
up on . "

But he was concerned with the smaller picture too .

As he emphasized in an interview :
The key i s local, the key is local, got to know the
community , the makeup of the community . You have
to know your audience, you have to know what they
expect . I have goals as a journalist , a News
Director . The goals are to put out the news that
affect the greatest number of people in our
audience. (ND , interview, January 8 , 1993)
Moreover , during these viewings , a steady stream of
anchors , reporters , managers , promotion people , and
directors visited the office .

Sensing the mood first , they
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made appropriate comments about their cont ributi on , or
looked to him for reactions , app rov al or disapproval .

He

usually was candid and liberal wi th both .
For instance , a vivid episode with a feature reporter
occurred during the monitoring of newsca s ts in the ND ' s
office .

The reporter had done a l ive report from a nearb y

airport at the beginning of the 5 : 00 o ' c l ock news with a
group of sky divers .

At approximately 5: 45 the reporter

came int o the ND's office smiling and asKed how the ND liked
his report .
The ND commented that it was okay but the , 'Video of
a1r planes was sti ll . .. should have been moving , had action
video .'
The report er paused and h is smile turned dark. 'What
about the parachute guy landi ng on the spot r ight in front
of me !

What about that !

We do a thousand things right and

one tning you mention is the fucKing video of air planes was
still!'
Tne Assistant News Director and Executive Producer
bega'1 laughing .
The ND smiled and "s troked" the reporter .
good job .

"You did a

It was good ."

Then there was more general laughter .
The reporter, with damaged ego seemed to sense the ND's
conciliatory mood .
fro n t of me !

'What about the guy landing right in

Wh a t a bout th a t ! '

shook his head .

1

He swung a t h i s 1 e g an d

Can 1 t believe it , do a thousand things
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right and the one thing you see , the planes should have been
moving video' .
At that the ND got out of his chair and walked to door .
'You want to sit in that chair , go ahead , go ahead , I don't
want it . '
The reporter extended his arms and said in a pleading
tone , ' I don ' t want to sit in that chair . I honor that
chair , I just want you to appreciate the work .'
The ND responded , ' I do appreciate your work . I do .'
At that the reporter seemed satisfied and left the
office .
Then , at 6 : 30 PM wnen the news was over, the ND went to
the conference area for nis regular critique meeting .

As

the crew assembled the feature reporter continued total~
about tne parachutist and tne ND's response .
~ee~i~g since it was a holiday weekend .
everyone and stood to leave .
oD

It was a short

The ND thanked

At that, the reporter climbed

the table and jumped beside the ND loudly proclaiming

tnat, "The guy landed right in front of me!

11

T~is was f o llowed with general laughter by all .

Then

tne reporter put his arm around the shoulder of the ND , who
was shaking his head i~ disbelief, and they left the room
s~iling togetner .
As an executive , the ND was a "hands on" manager ,
involved in making decision on direction , content , and slant
of the news with the advice (not necessarily consent) and
consultation of :1is other "news group" members .

How much he
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was guided by the General Manager was not obvious .

But it

seems logical to assume that the Gene ~al Manager's directive
was to maximize profits and that was done primarily/most
effectively by getting good ratings .

As the ND s a id :

As a news director a~d a manager of a television
station , my primary responsibility is I ' m a
salesman . I ' m sell i ng a product . And that product
is what appears on the air every night . If I don ' t
get enough people to buy that product it doesn ' t
matter if I ' m doing the best job of informing the
public possible , I ' m not doing my job . When you
cut through it all , that ' s what is , my position
that I am . I have to sell a product . Because what
it comes down to is ratings . That's how we
survive , that's how we profit . That's how we
continue to grow . By the number of people we can
get to watcn that product . There is not a conflict
between the two . Because there are ways that you
can put together an informative good newscasts that
serves the needs of a lot of people and also meets
yoJr need to , o: getting ratings . What we really
are tthen you cut down to it is we are a vehicle
whereby we deliver an audience to an advertiser .
Tnat ultimately is wha~ we have to do. (ND ,
interview, January 3 , 1993)
In short , the ND coached , as~ed questions , gave
directions, noaded approval , made suggestions , and was the
overall center of what appeared to be an ordered chaos .
The ~D was effusive in his defining of the news :
News is what we say it is . What we put on the air
is neHS . How do you measure it? Again i t ' s what ' s
going to be of interest to the widest number of
people . What do people need to know . What they
want to know and what [sic] that they need to know .
Always have to strike a balance . What people want
to know is the stuff that's going to attract them .
What tney need to know about how to conduct their
lives , or info they need to have sometime is not
always pleasant but I think that you have to
determine and judge it . (ND , interview , J a nuary 8 ,
199 3 )
Assistant News Director . Second in the news group was
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the Assistant News Director (AND) .

He was a white male , 30 -

35, who was very intense , and in his words , " Eat all the
time . "

He was married with three children and talked about

his wife ' s gourmet cooking which he brought to work in
plastic containers .

Sometimes he wore a t i e but , for the

most part , dressed casually .

He discussed how his job was

to "put the spin " on the stories , and ' make them interesting
with a different angle or slant' .

He added , " If it ' s hot

video it gets on the air first and if it's real hot , it's
the l ead . "
His philosophy was intense :
The reporters , staff is like a race horse ,
thoroughbreds , have to harness the energy , they
want to win , people in the business want to win ,
beat the com~etition . If they don ' t they are let
go , get out . Ego is involved in winning . A lot
li~e a war , know the other guys , their equipment ,
even how they do stories . Like (competing channel]
did a story on breast cancer in whol~ opening
segment in effort to change format because they
were not winning the ratings , overnights . Not
good . Breast cancer has been done a million times ,
people don't care, turn it off . If it's some new
discovery [treatment of breast cancer] , then yes ,
do it , but not the same old stuff . It's not stories
you carry so much as stories you don't carry . (AND,
interview , January 7 , 1993)
Still further , on the competitive nature of the news
business , he explained :
There's a theory of battle , that is to know thy
enemy as much as possible , have all their movement ,
their habits , their trends , so that you can predict
their next move . And if you can predict their next
move you can cut them off and then defeat them .
Same tning in business , business companies . The
more you know about your cornpe~ition , his habits ,
his people , what they ' ve done in the past, what
they're capable of doing , where they're going, the
more easily you can defeat them . So , when I , when
we talA about [competing channels] I make it clear
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to people they're not to tell them who I am . In
that way we can remain self - enclosed, follow our
own path and they'll never know what we're going to
do next .... And the opposit e is , I wanta know
everything about them . Everything about them .
(AND , interview, January 7 , 1993)
The AND was a catalyst looking for the "spin " that
would make the television shows the best they could be. "We
don't have problems , we have opportunities " or "I got a
better one for you" were typical responses to problems or
suggestions .
And finally, as he said in an exchange wi th the Assignment Editor (AE) when asked about the goals of the news
department :
AND : "Stay out of legal trouble and make money .
[General laughter]
AE : "No:. to get sued and ma Ke money , collect a pay
cneck hopefully and keep overtime low .
AND : "Yeah , there you go , well that's making money for

t h e bi 6 guys .

Tha~ overtimes gotta come down so my profits

go up .
AE : ''Seriously, I guess we have to say something 1 i ke ,
[it's] not something [as] great as you think it is .
ANJ:

"Seriously .

Fair, accurate , and first .

AE : "If I'd ever in my life had taken a journalism
class I'm sure that's what they would have told me .
AE : "Yeah ... news better be accurate and be f i rst .
Bei~g second means you loose money, loose your job ."
Assignment Edi tor . The third manager of the news group
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was the Assignment Editor (AE) .

When the Assistant News

Director said that he put the " spin" on stories he commented
that the AE "handles logistics ."

In fact she did, spending

the better part of the day from 6 : 00 AM to around 5 : 00 PM
coordinating various sources of news .

She had authority

over reporters and photographers in the sense of making
assignments about when , where, and with whom they would work
on a~y given day .
As she described it :
Pu t together the daily situationer , stories that we
c o~1d cover . It ' s events , stories that potentially
cou ld be covered , news conferences that are
scheduled by the major , ah , requests for coverage
from sports . Whatever , so that people have some
idea as to where our resources have to be sent .
( AE , interview , January 8 , 1993)
She had a significant input into tne coverage of non breaking news items since sne was the gatekeeper of what she
termed a n i n coming , "Eight inches thick every day" of press
re l eases .

She also screened random call - ins from the

puolic , "tipster" stories , the "evergreen file ," and daily
co ntact ( personally and through the Assistant Assignment
Editors ) with "one hundred a nd sixty" regular contacts .
As she said about viewer calls :
News is what people are interested in in my mind .
Ah, so I think they deserve to have as much
research done on their call as the po li tician who
wants us to cover his news conference . I like
[viewer call in] those stories . (AE , interview,
Ja nuary 8 , 1993 )
She was a single white female , 28 - 32 , who dressed for
tne most part in loose fitting outfits and low heal
s l ippers .

On certain occasions when it seemed things were

----
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tense she ex c 1 aimed , " Oh fuck it . "

One Day she j oked with

another female Assistant Ass i gnment Ed i tor about being
"stressed" and talked about " going out tomorrow night and
getting a drink .

Buying somebody one .

Meet you at [a

drinking and eating establishment ], around the corner . "

On

a more personal level , she did i n her words " a lot of
volunteer work ," and her idol was Cokie Roberts of PBS and
ABC fame .
Generally , news to the AE was , "To do stories that
people watcn . 11

As she explained :

You want to do stories that affect as many people
as possible . You know , if you have a neighborhood
school problem it ' s up to you as the news
depa~tme~t to find out if that neighborhood school
problem extends througn the rest of the city or the
suburbs or how wide spread is it . Because it ' s a
lot be~ter to say , well [city] has a problem
however 1f you live in [suburb] it's also going to
affect you . ( AE , interview, January 8 , 1993)
She summed up her ideas about the television industry
a~d news coverage in general :
Ah , ~here are many more choices [today] for viewers
so you have to appeal to pe;haps some of the basic
instincts in people and , I think society has
go~ten, people are a lot meaner than they used to
be . They're doing wacko stuff that just appalls
me . And we have always taken a lot of criticism
that if you report that story of the man who hacked
his wife to death with a chain saw are you g i ving
somebody else who ' s a little on the edge the idea
to do that . How much detail do you go into because
perhaps your prompting someone to do that . I have
never been as conscious of that as I am now .
Stations , because they now for the most part
across the country are no longer owned by companies
that are based in the communities that they live
in, are much more financially driven . Not to say
we're under control of the sales department , or
anything like that , but keeping an eye on the
bottom line has become much more important than i t
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ever was .

(AE , interview , January 8 , 1993)

Executive Producer . The fourth person in the news group
was the Executive Producer (EP) .

The Assistant News

Director reported that the EP had an overall responsibility
for the production look of the newscasts .

A small framed

white male , he was animated and moved in short quick steps.
He was 23- 26 years old and usually dressed in jeans or
slacks with an open collar .

He appeared to be in

concentrated thought much of the time , although he would
methodically glance outward at times to sense any
surrounding conflict then go back to work .
In meetings he frequently insisted that the Assistant
News Director and other producers check with the News
Director before making a decision .

One time he lobbied

successfully with the Assistant News Director to have a
story moved from the 5 : 00 PM to the 6 : 00 PM news format
because he believed strongly that the competition was keene r
at the later time .

The popular , "You say , we do" and "Is it

negotiable ," were some of his trademark comments to the News
Director a nd group respectively .
5 : 00 PM News Producer . The fifth person of the news
group was the 5 : 00 PM News Producer (5NP) .

He was a white

male , 25 - 30, who dressed in jeans and casual shirts .

On one

occasion he remarked that he still had "kids in school."
was usually at his computer work space in the news room
studying his show's format, available news items , and /o r
writing copy for the anchors to read on the air .

He was

He

--
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also the in-house computer expert .

One day, when something

would not come up on the Assistant News Director 's (AND)
computer screen , the AND shouted the 5NP 's name .

He came

quickly , was told the problem , and casually gave the
instructions on how to fix it .

He was also the maker of the

paper wads which he lined up on the desk in front of himself
at news meetings .

When annoyed , with a flick of the finger ,

he shot a wad at various members of the news group when they
made a sugges~ion , critiqued his f ormat , and sometimes to
just generally breah the tension .
6 : 00 PM News Producer . Lastly, the sixth person in the
news group was th e 6 : 00 PM News Producer (6NP) .

She was a

young wnite female, 25 - 28 , who usually dressed in slacks
except for one day wnen she wore a dress .

She observed the

surrou~dings world of male producers regula~ly and seemed to
guard herself accordingly .

She was not hostile when

negotiating a story for her program .

This seemed different

tha n the male 's open aggressiveness .

However , one day , she

was observed displaying a form of aggression in the
newsroom .

She had a toy pistol that shot plastic bullets .

On this occasion , she was "shooting" the Assistant News
Director then recovering the one bullet to shoot the
Executive Producer and the 5 : 00 PM Producer .

The others , in

turn , took the gun and shot each other as they joked and
laughed in what appeared to be accepted general horse play .
These six people of the news group were the individuals
who strongly believed, as the News Director and Assistant
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News Director said on more than one occasion ,

"The news i s

what we say it is ."
The On - Air People .

Although not the primary object of

this research , the inter act i on of t he on- a i r people with the
news group was constant .

The on - ai r people were generally

reserved , cautious , and listened attentively when talked to
by news group members .

As a featu r e reporter said , ' When we

get to location , we know ov er al l what to do for them [the
news group] .

When on the site , we jazz it up a little , if

possible , knowing what they want . '
There were two class of anchors - - the ones with offices
who had "star" status , and the anchor/reporters who did
anchoring along with some reporting .

The latter people

simply had a cubicle in the newsroom.
The star anchors seemed to "float 11 in and out of the
newsroom from their second floor offices .

They gave

suggestions, were treated with respect , but were not
i~volved in the planning format meetings .

Neither did they

seem t o have any authority in the overall scheme of things .
Support People . The video editors did not have to leave
the air conditioned/heated building and plied their trade in
relative comfort . A head editor attended the news group
meetings , but said very little .

He appeared to be there

only to keep abreast of the news group's thinking .

The

photographers were on call to be assigned as needed to
events at any time .

They had a close l i nk with the

reporters and seemed to pride themselves on being with the
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action .

They hovered near the Assignment Editor ' s big board

area waiting for her to make assignments a s to where one was
assigned , when , and with whom .

Fi nally , the entry level

personnel were the Assistant Assignment Editors .

They were

hired with little o r no experience and t aught by the
Assignment Editor to , "d i g f o r the news . 11
With this description of the news personnel complete ,
an analysis of the five news factors reviewed in Chapter I
follows .
Five News Factors
Tne above mentioned review of the research ind i cated
five broad factors influence the decisions made by news
personnel .

A discussion of these individual factors with

res pect to this research setting follows .
The Values , Standards , Att i tudes of News Personnel .
Matelski' s ( 1987 ) "sorting out" of standards outlined
in Chapter II were : (a) aesthetic values (ha;monious ,
~ieasing), ( b ) professional values (i~novative , prompt) , (c)
logical val ue s (consistent , competent) , (d) sociocultural
values (thrift , hard work) , and (e) moral values (honesty ,
nonviolence) .
As observed i n this setting , some behavior could be
categorized in a " sorting out" manner and is discussed
below .
Aesthetic values (harmonious , pleas i ng ) were discussed
by the news group in their decisions about news items , sets ,

and personnel .

The news group emphasized aesthetic concerns
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in the terms of "good video " and "how it l ooked" .
Professional values (innovative , prompt) were observed in
the news meetings .

They were started promptly , conducted

with an eye to the clock , and se ld om ran over a half hour .
Logical values (consistent , competent) were exhibited
by the group in consistent dress , concern for time , and
presence at meetings .

The Assistant News Director reported

that those who were not competent were , one way or another ,
removed from the environment .
Sociocultural values (thrift , hard work) were observed ,
for the most part , to be valued by the group members .

They

wor~ed more than eight hour days with little or no breaks .
Thr ift might be sacrificed by the Assistant News Director in
1

getting the good video' .

As noted above , the news group

~or~ed usually without lunch from 8 : 30 AM to 7 : 00 PM every
wee~ day and , according to informal interviews , were on call
at night and on the weekends .

As a result , a lot of snack

food was avail3ble and , for the most part , the news group
generally didn ' t take breaks .

They brought or sent out for

a sandwich or ate snack food from the vending machines
referred to as the "wheel of death" .
In an informal interview the 6 : 00 PM News Producer
discussed lunch breaks :
Some days , if eve nts are slow or know in advance,
[sic] the next day or if planned ahead we can go
o~to lunch , but usually wa nt to keep abreast of
what is going on . (6NP , interview , September , 1992)
On more than one occasion the Assistant News Director
brought food from home and ate at his desk while talking on

D
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the telephone .
The News Director summed up this aspect of the culture :
That's the way we ' re set up. First of all , nine
times out of ten , most of us don't get out of tne
building for lunch . Kid around about grabbing
something at the 'wheel of death ' [vending
machines] . My scnedule doesn ' t let me get out .
The producers, photographers reporters grab lunch
out on the road . But no , not something that
generally happens, you know grab stuff at your desk
as you can. It ' s not a thing where there is a
structured environment where everybody goes out to
lunch for an hour or an hour and a half . (ND ,
interview , January 8 , 1993)
As noted previously , Matelski's fifth "sorting out" wa s
moral values (honesty , nonviolence) .
group appeared to be respected .

Honesty among the news

There was no violent overt

phys ical oehavior, but as the News Direct o r said , "Nothing
is sacred . "
Veracity, verify , be r ight , don't make a mistake ,
" checK it out" were h igh on the list of must do ' s of the
News Director and Assistant News Director .

The impressio n ,

from observations and interviews , was that a charge of lying
wo uld be taken very seriously , not because of a moral
wro ngn ess , but because it could damage a person and/or a n
organizations credibility in the eyes of the news community
and the viewing public .

The sense here was that no one

would doctor figures in a story to support or distort a
position .

Verbal intensity was at times a virtue in the

sense that assertiveness was nurtured by the Assistant News
Director .

The sense was that they woula not be surprised or

shocked at violence .

They dealt with bizarre happenings
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daily .

As the Assistant News Director joked over reports of

a man who had stabbed his wife in a murder/suicide , ' Have to
really hate somebody to use a knife versus shooting, you
know shooting involves [the] person can be further away .
Knife , [you] have to be up c l ose .'
Further , looking at values and standards in the context
of the Rokeach definitions (outlined in Chapter II) allowed
additional cataloging of observations of the news group
standards .

A discussion of these follows .

Taking a pa rtic ular position on a social issue . In
general , wnile this researcher was present , discussions
about social issues was guarded .

Nevertheless , one day a

star anchor had a heated discussion in the newsroom
re 6 arding the death penal~y for a young person who had been
accused of murdering another .
penal'=.y as " barbar ic" .

The anchor opposed the death

The Assistant News Director and

or,n er reporters disagreed and thought the youth should be
put to death.

The argument ended with shouts from the star

anci1or thar, "Nob ody gives a fuck" .

Additionally , the

Assignment Edi tor displayed a concern for animal rights .

In

a 1 : 30 PM meeting she was open l y pleased that a great white
shark that had been caught off the coast of California (the
shark was an item being considered by the 5 : 00 PM news
producer for a feature segment ) had not been killed but
r eleased .

She also expressed concern for women's rights .

I n an interview she was troubled that people calling in to
asK for tne Assistant News Director referred to him as "Mr . "
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while they called her by her first name .
Predisposed to favor one particula r polit i cal or
religious ideology . There was little favoring observed of a
particular political , religious ideology , or group over
another .

However , the attitude existed that neither

politicians , lawyers nor special interest groups could be
trusted .

Tnere was an expressed concern at being used by

outsiders who might have hidden agenda .

Also , fringe groups

especially were not given much credibility .
As the Assignment Editor said:
We have some that are sort of fringe groups who
wa nt us to come every time they sneeze , but I've
learned from experience that no~mally what they
have to say is not real earth shattering or
iw.portant , they just wanta be on TV cause they
haven ' t been on TV i~ a wh il~ . (AE, interview,
Ja"luary 8 , 1993)
Tne Hews Director put it succi11ctly :
Tnere's always , as part of news judgement, you
sometime have to be real careful of people's
motives . In terms of , do they have a hidden agenda
in what they're doing and i: you're not aware of
tnat what impact you're gonna have . ( ND , interview ,
Janu ar-y 8, 1993)
Guiding presentation of self . Tne news group seemed
careful in the assessing and presentation of themselves .
The News Director and tne Assistant News Director displayed
themselves as being in control , and showed concern for their
staff while managing , coaching , and cajoling .
This presentation of self went beyond the individua l
and included the station as well .

As statea in a corporate

news code of conduct , " ... we must all understand that our
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station's credibility rests on the integrity of each of us ,
and the way each of us is perceived by the public ."
This presentation of the station total image was a
sensitive matter .

For instance , when Hurricane Andrew had

caused large scale destruction and the station was involved
in a substantial relief effort , the News Director was firm
in his instructions .

On several occasions he made the point

to the news group that this was to be referred to as . 'A
co~munity effort and not just us [the television station] .
We are only a conduit for the people and the Red Cross . '
The seriousness of the instruction seemed to indicate a
concern that the larger image be perceived by the public as
not being an effort , on the part of the station , to promote
i:self by using a natural disaster and people 's suffering .
As it turned out , there was another relief effort by a
local radio station which the me~ropolitan newspaper
generously covered with many printed stories .
of the television station were mostly ignored .

The efforts
The

Assistant News Director mentioned this several times and
related,

'They [the newspaper] do n 't seem to like us ,

historical . I don't know why . '
Later, in an interview , the News Director expounded on
the same subject :
It's pettiness , it's competitiveness , and that's
fine , if that's how they choose to react to it
that's great . I'm happy with what we did . People
looked at what we started and that [sic] had our
plans even before the radio station , more effort
for TV than a radio tal~ show host to say send
money. ( ND, interview, January 8 , 1993)
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Related to the overall i ssue of serving the community ,
the quid pro quo seemed to be to help the community so they
would watch the station .

There were genuine concerns , but

the overriding reason in th i s case was to get something in
return .

As the Executive Producer mumbled in a meet i ng on

the subject of the r elief effo r t , "We ' re doing it for them ,
but we're doing it for us . "
Furthermore , image was present in small details too .
One day , shortly after noon , while making notes at the
con:erence table outside the News Director ' s office , a very
loud , "God damn ii:. ! 11 emanated from the News Director who was
i:i. his office .

It was later learned that a " super title" of

a prominent local person ' s name nad been misspelled .

The

News Director expressed his feelings about the incident
later in a retrospective interview :
Fury , a ng er , red suppressed desire to kill , it's
little ~ i stakes that get you , carelessness that
get's you . That's what people judge you by . If they
see a name on tne air misspelled that they know it
is misspelled it maKes every person at this
orga~ization look stupid and look dumb . That
infuriates me . It doesn't look good . (ND ,
i'1 terv iew , January 8 , 1993 )
Evaluation and judging . Th ere was , at vari ous levels ,
evaluation exhibited by juaging , praising , and blaming .
Tnis seemed to coincide with station or personal
performances .

At other times the judging was evident in the

lifting of an eyebrow or a sneer about the competence of the
competition .

Sometime this appraising was spoken .

As the

Assistant News Director commented : ' Channel [NBC affiliate
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competition] news director is lea v ing, they are leaderless .
Channel [CBS affiliate competition] is stodgy, moves slowly ,
in one direction .

We wa nt to be the unexpected , t he

exciting , the innovator .'
In an interview , the Assignment Editor criticized the
major television news competitor :
There 's a very thin line sometime betwee n being the
news and cover ing the news , and truthful ly, in my
opinion , the other station that did that [covered a
murder suspect ' s s urrender to police] went over
that line . (AE , interview , January 8 , 1993)
Comparison processes . The pressure atmosph ere seemed to
be set i~ a general haughtiness summed up by the News
Director when he said ,

"This may be a little ar r ogant but

the news is what we say it is ."
Tne a t titude of the news personnel in general , observed
in the newsroom and meetings , was generally one of
a s tuteness in that the people seemed aware of a multitude of
t n ings happening in the outside world .

They were also

cautious , and loyal to the station ' s news effort although
s ometimes frustrated with the job .

They worKed tirelessly

at their tasks and seemed proud of their role in making
news .

As tne Assistant News Director said :
When in fact that [sic] what we do can effect the
outcome of an entir~ommunity . And how people
react to everything . We just can ' t say , oh we just
put it on the air . It's not , responsibility is much
greater than that . What we put on the air can
effect the mentality and the feelings throughout
the entire community . (AND , interview, January 7 ,
1993 )
He summed his feeling up about the significance of
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their task :
It's the control of people that becomes the most
i mportant thing . It ' s what you ' re doing with their
lives , their future , the i r safety, that 's actually
what's at issue here . (AND , interview , Januar y 7 ,
19 93)
In doing their jobs, the news group ' s work at t i mes was
hectic , but they seemed to know exactly what they were doing
at all times .

For example , during a busy news day , a

producer hurried past the researcher in the newsroom with a
quick , "Here we go again , I've had a headache since about
9:00 AM . "

One star anchor related , "Isn ' t it amazing , out

of this , comes news".

Another time a producer rushed by

wi tn a frown and said , " Going to be one of those days . 11
Persuasion and i~fluence of others .

The News Director ,

al~hough direct at time , usually applied persuasion to
acnieve a desired effect .

The Assistant News Director

coached and ''sold" his ideas in a gregarious manner .

The

Assignment Editor at times used a pue-ile speech pattern
w~en she wanted something done . ' Pretty please would you do
that for me . •

Between each other and upward to the News

Director the other members of the news group seemed to use
the as a sounding board to get their ideas through .

An

example is the previously described occurrence when the
Executive Producer thought a story should be moved .

In

general the approach seemed to be to ask quest i ons and make
comments indirectly rather than directly in persuading other
members of the staff to do things one wanted accomplished .
Rationalizatio n of beliefs , atti~udes , and actions to

......
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e~hance self es~eem . Within what the Assistant News Director
called their "warm and fuzzy" atmosphere , there was also a
keen competitiveness in the team spirit .

This was manifest

in the news group's authority within and without the group
itself.

When the Executive Producer told the producers that

they would have to check with the News Director before
scheduling a story, he said it in front of the Assistant
News Director .

As noted previously, a photographer looked

for counterfeit behavior on the part of the researcher in
their midst .

How one was doing and the way one was being

perceived was layered over by what the News Directo~
desc,..ibed as , "Creative people , egos , striving for
attention, and air time . "

He confessed, "That's one of the

challenges in managing the department".
This discussion of values and standards completed, an
analysis of the other four news factors is reviewed below .
Organizational Rules/Procedures of News Operations, and
Ideological Positions of the Corporations They Exist Within.
The Assistant News Director related that the
corporation president of television dealt with the station
General Manager .

However, there was no evidence that the

corporate person i nterfered directly i n specific news
stories.

This would have been difficult to observe in any

case given the scope of this research .

However, the

Assistant News Director related that the corporate vice
president of news had dictated some overall promotional
taboos and employment practices .

For examp le, they were not
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permitted to use 900 phon e numbers for soliciting polls .
Further , a d oc ument was retr ieved wi th general guidelines
for news from the parent c ompany wh ich was distributed wit h
a memo from the General Manager to t he news department .

In

an informal interview, the Assistant News Direc tor related
that decisions made about major anchor changes o r moves
involved tne entire level of management structure .
Also , in this observat i on , neither the Sales Manager
nor the Ge ne ral Manager visited the newsroom or the News
)irec t or 's office .

However , the General Manager ' s assistant

' station manager) made frequent appearances .

Although not

overheard in conversation , it seemed he was there on social
visits more than business .

In any case , it appeared that

day :o day decis ions about news content were left to the
news group .
As stated earlier , th~ news group felt that news was
the product of the sta:ion .

Other departments (engineer ing,

product ion, promotion ) were there to support the product .
However , when it came to t~e sales department , there
was a parad o x .

The News Director e xplained that there was

no interference from sales in the news product :
[We] have a very good understanding between
news and sales . Sales understands here they
can not pressure us to carry a story that favors
an advertiser , very little i n terference
[fr om sales] with funct i ons as a news department.
( ND , inter vi ew , J anuary 8 , 19 9 3)
But, on the other hand , where the matter finally rested
was on his statements , "What I am is a salesman " a nd "We
deliver an audience to an advertiser."
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Consequently, the paradox arose because the sales
department's need for ratings affected news decisions.

This

was not a direct statement , "Le t's do this so we can get
ratings ," but the desire dominated the decision process .
The news group had no overt preponderant scneme to
present id eological positions .

They were driven by the need

to win in the ratings which would then be marketed/sold by
the station which, it seemed logical to assume, would
satisfy tne corporate goals .

As the News Director told the

Assistant News Director when asked about the overnights ,
"You worry about this (the operations] and I'll worry about
the ratings . "
Economic/Budget Constraints .
From discussions with the Assistant News Director,
economics and ratings were closely related to the
organizational structure .

In observation , discussion , and

from the interviews, it was apparent that the news group
believed ratings came from four areas :
1. The news product itself--anchors , presentation ,
content .

Development of anchors and reporters was a process

of evaluation by the news group .

They determined which

reporter or anchor would be the most compatible with a
particular story .

The Assista nt News Director related how

he was going to use a veteran reporter to start a series on
city traditions because the veteran had been working in the
city for years and was well know .

Additionally , video and

what the audience would be interested in were a central
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concern .
2. The surrounding programming (local and network) that
the station had the broadcast r ights to .

The news group was

aware of the enterta i nment programs which lead into and out
of its news pr ogramming .

For instance , The Phil Donahue

show was being moved to another station in the fall
schedules.

Tne station that was loosing Donahue was about

to i~troduce a local news program that would be opposite the
observed stations ' s news for the first time .

How the move

would affect their ratings was tracked and talked about
informally by the news group with regard to their
competitive posture .

3. The public image/promotion of the station . Image was
emphasized in the production and presentation of the news
product .

The quotes from the News Director and Assistant

News Director were often : " We want to be the unexpected , the
exciting, the innovator .
Warm , touchy , feely stuff .

We want to be interactive TV .
We want to get people involved

[viewers write - in campa i gns] '' .
4 . Knowledge about the strength and wisdom of the
competition and the ability to out smart "them ."
competition was monitored on and off the air .
watching their newscasts on television .

The

On the air by

Off the air the

competition's personnel , equipment , and management were
tracked through other sources and contacts .

The Assistant

News Director knew the competition and related what he
thought their strengths and weaknesses were .
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The News Director was protective of the overnight
rating reports and news personnel genera l ly did not have
access to them .
identify .

The reasons for this were difficult to

When he did refer to the overnight ratings

(usually when asked "How we doing?" by the Assista nt News
Director) the News Director was careful to present only a n
overall i mpression without specifics .

When he reported them

as being positive , there were smiles .

Conversely, when they

were reported marginal or bad , there were anxious glances
a~d avoidance of eye contact .
This concern with competition was constant because , as
tne Assistant News Director reported , ratings were a measure
of personal success .

If a produce r or anchor 's rating were

high he/she was good .

If the ra tings were low one was not

good a n d security might be fleeting .

In interviews , ratings

were often ~entioned as the measuring scale for performance .
For example , mythical stories of successes and failures
i~ tne ratings were offered as examples and guidelines in
adapting to and measuri~g successful actions taken at other
telev ision stations .
The Assistant News Director told a story of one major
market where a wea ther man from a Miami station soared in
the ratings when a competitor went on vacation during
Hurricane Andrew .

The first station had sta yed on the air

for an extended time telling people what to do .
ra~ings soared . "

"Their

Another example occurred when a reporter

issued a tornado warning which turned out to be accurate .
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Lives were saved and viewers knew i t .

He became a hero and

his ratings, " Went through the roof ! "
Moreover , when discussing ex?ansion of the news and
doing additional features , hiring people , and so forth ,
finances were important .

The Assistant News Director summed

it up :
If they [top management] can make it work money
wise they will do it . If not , they won ' t . They
put the numbers in [financial formula] and see if
it works out . If i t looses money it will not be
done . (AND, interview , September , 1992)
Everyday Equipment Needs , Time Constraints , and
Ro~ t1nes in the Wo rk Environment .
Equipment and budget influence on news decisions were
most closely watched by the News Director .

He was aware of

t~is aspect of the news department operation and made it
Known .

He indicated displeasure when commenting about

c a nceling ~he order to send a reporter to another city to
c over a story that had been altered, "But I paid [air fare]
t o send him there . "

Additionally, t~e Assistant News

J irector and Assignment Editor mentioned overtime a nd other
c o verage related costs several times in interviews .
Equipment , personnel , and time were factors in the
making of television news , but they were not overriding
elements .

As the News Director responded when asked if he

wa nted more equipment :
Not realistic . I mean , for a market this size ,
what we ' re doing competitively , we ' re doing very
well . To have X number of dollars . It ' s not really
realistic . I could have four times the budget ,
twice the budget, twice the staff that I have now ,
that ' s not realistic. What you have is a certain
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set of circumstances in terms of what this
department is budgeted to operate under and you
have to do the best possible to live within those
constraints . Pie in the sky . Sure I could have ten
satellite trucks . What good would that do , don 't
meet needs of this market . (ND , interview, January
8, 1993)
External Events Set by Politica l and Social
Organizations , Television Viewers , and Other Informants .
Press releases which came in the mail were a source of
news .

These were usually sent to the Assig nment Editor

and/or routed to her for sorting and so forth .

She

reported , "Get a eigh~ inch stack every morning . "
said that most were discarded quickly .

She also

But , she added ,

one 's that , "caught her eye" might be read further and
presented to the news grou~ for further consideration .
Otner sources of press release information were available
from the computer .

This store of i~formation was perused by

the producers for interesting items when it was a "slow news
day . "

Something unusual might be displayed on the computer

screen and could be used to fill the formatted time .
Finally, as mentioned earlier, external manipulation ,
real or perceived , was generally disdained and the material
from these sources was seldom eovered or used.
Tnese then were the observations with regard to the
previously outlined five news perspectives .
It is interesting to note , however , that there was a
presentation factor that apparently went beyond the above
outlined five factors that influenced the news personnel's
o verall processing of news .

The news group referred to news
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programs as "the show" .

Frequent r eferences to getting

"good video" or "that's good v i deo" were heard .

Comments

about the news set , the graphics , and the look/dress/speech
of the anchors were mentioned by the Assistant News Director
in comparing his news programs to the competition .

The News

Director , in his monitoring of the news programs , was
concerned for the overall feel of the news programs and the
flow .

The news group also looked for the

i nteresting/unusual story .

More f ocused research on

television news in this context could be an area for future
study .
Stages In The News Cycle
Because clock ti~e was so closely woven into the
processing of this news , stages based on the twenty four
hour cycle were a point of observation in this research.
The typical Monday through Friday news cycle began early
~i~h the first live newscast at 6 : 00 AM .

Shortly thereafter

the Assignment Editor (AE) arrived and began assembling the
"daily situationer" as she prepared for the regularly
scnedule 8 :30 AM News Director's (ND) meeting .

As the

morning progressed , other members of the news group arrived
and merged at tne second floor conference table .

Typically ,

the AE got a cup of coffee and smiled as she balanced her
load of paperwork .

Others , like the Assistant News Director

( AND ) , poured their coffee in a styrofoam cup .
In the midst of this preliminary activity, prior to the
start of tne 8 : 30 AM meeting the back door security guard
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delivered si x newspapers and put them on the conference
table .

The bundle consisted of six newspapers --three locals

(the metropol i tian area and two smaller surrounding
editions) ; and three nationals (the New York Times, Wall
Street Journal , and USA Today) .
The members were usually seated by 8 : 30 with the News
Director (ND) , Assistant News Director (AND) , and Executive
Producer (EP) regularly in the same chairs around the
conference taole .
his right.

The ND sat at the head , the AND sat to

The EP sat next to the AND .

The 5 : 00 PM News

Producer (5 NP) sat to the ND's left with the 6 : 00 PM News
Producer (6NP) next to him .

The Assignment Editor (AE)

usually sat opposite tne ND at the other end of the table .
The Operations Ma~ager and Editor took whatever seat was
available as did tne Noon Producer when present .

The

Operations Manager mostly listened and gave advice as he
coordinated needs for satellite feeds and equi~ment .

He nor

the Editor were asked for input on story content or
placemen~ in a format .

Occasionally they were consulted

regarding equipment if, for example , a live remote story
would or would not be possible, or a special editing problem
arose .
On occasion someone might sit in another ' s chair and,
when that rarely occurred , uneasiness was evident .

However ,

that didn't occur where the ND sat .
For example , one day when tne ND had been to lunch
with the General Manager and was late getting back, the head
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chair was left va cant . As t he news group waited past 1 : 30
the AND joked , 'I told [ News Director] he better wa tch out ,
going to lunch with the General Manager.
lunch a nd shoot yo u .
and shoot you . •

They take you to

Have to be c areful, take you to lunch

Af ter more chit chat , he looked at the

clock and decided to start the meeting .

Looking at the ND1 s

vacant chair he said, 'It's 1 : ij0 , lets get started without
him , if he comes back he can jump i n . •
Conversely , the AHD conducted his individual meeti ngs
from the ND ' s chai~ .

Also , when it wa s known that the

ND

would not be present (out of town , on vacat i on , and so
forth) the AND sat in the ND's chair .
Whe'1 the t D was present the 8 : 30 AM meeting was begun
as he looked at the Assignment Editor
"What a you got? ''

(AE)

with a short ,

Then , unless there was some " ma jor event"

occurring in the news , he would began rummaging through the
neNspapers that h ad been delivered earlier .

He usually

se:ected the local met ropolitian's editorial page to read
wn ile h~ listened to the AE and any other general
conversation .

As he read , he glanced up occasionally to

observe the observer and seemed to be d istil l ing the general
events of the day , along wi th the news group's thinking , as
ne and they began to order the i tems into a television news
format .
As mentioned earlier , the AE handed out a list of news
items for the news group to consider .

Some of these were

news items that she introduced a nd some were continuing news
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items from the preceding day and/or news items from other
sources .

She also distributed the "reg i onal conference

call " report which she participated in with fellow
assignment editors every day .

This report listed items that

the similarly network affiliated

" sister stations" in the

midwest were currently "working " in the way of regional
news .

As a result , unless something was breaking currently ,

the f ocu s of the group was on these news items .
When these reports were given out and after the ND ' s ,
"Whata ya got?" , the AE wou ld begin a run down of the more
i mportan~ items s he had prepared .

Her c omments generally

followed tne outline that had been handed out , with comments
about what had occurred tne day before , what was happening
today , what had been assigned , and what lool<ed "good" .

When

concluding her report , she gave a status report of items on
~he assignment board that were "working " already with
updates on plans and so forth .
Throughout her presentation the news group scrutinized
tne items she had prese~ted as they decided what should
become the items of soft news for the early news telec a st .
When she finished the ND nodded to the 5 : 00 PM News
Producer (5NP) to begin his report .

The producer discussed

the items he was "wor,<ing" for his individual program .

He

discussed level of interest , good video , and entertainment
value .

When the discussion ended , he and the ND, with input

from the others , decided which reporters were to be
assigned , if tnere would be live remote , and so forth.

If
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there was a question he didn ' t agree with he would
occas i onally shoot a small paper wads at the objecting
person .

The paper wads, as noted earlier, were fashioned

from holed computer paper end strips .

When the 5NP finished

the ND called on the 6 : 00 PM News Producer (6NP) .

She

offered her thoughts on the news items she was considering
for her 6 : 00 PM telecast .
This then was the 8 : 30 AM meeting , the first o f the
daily news cycle held by the news group in which they had
narrowed the many items from numerous sources into
approximately ten to fifteen stories that would be
covered/developed for the days dinner hour television
newscast .
As the Assignment Editor (AE) related:
Ah , and those twelve or thirteen stories are the
ones that collectively , we've determ i ned affect the
most peo~le , or the most interesting . Wnile I may ,
if a story aoesn ' t make it one day, but I really
like the story , I'll pitch it again . Maybe the next
day we'll be slow and we can go out and do the
feature on the gifted child , who ya know , has a two
million IQ who's going to Harvard in his seventh
year or something . (AE , i~terview, January 8 , 1993)
There were many smaller meetings , formal and informal,
throughout the day to adjust content , items , forma t and the
like .

But the 8 : 30 AM meeting was the first formal coming

together of the news group i n a dai ly Monday through Friday
pattern .

Here the i n i t ial amount , kind , and texture o f th e

television news was decided upon .
As the meeting dissolved , usually around 9 : 00 AM the
people moved to their work stations to begin processing the
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items they had agreed would be the day ' s news .
The first person to l eave the table was generally the
News Director who slipped to his nearby office .

The

Executive Producer , Assignment Ed i tor , and producers went
downstairs to the newsroom .

The Assistant News Director

walked both floors directing reporters and producers ,
returning phone calls , consulting with the News Director ,
anchors , and support peop l e .

His self described job was to

' Pull t he team effort together . '
Similarly , ai~ecting her staff , the Assignment Ed1~or ,
wer.t to tne first floor assignme~t big board where she began
entering stories and mahing individual assignments t o
reporters and photographers .
The big board changed as the news day unfolded .

Random

late brea~ing news items wer e dealt with as they occurred
and the planned i~ems woula be rearra nged or dropped as the
group decidea .
The cycle continued at 11 : JO AM when the Assistant News
)irector , (AND) , Execu~ive Producer (EP) , 5 : 00 PM News
Producer (5NP) , and 6 : 00 PM News Producer (6NP) gathered at
the big board for a sorting out of what stories had been
deciaed on earlier , and what stories would be placed in
which of the three specific formats (5 : 00 - 5 : 30 , 5 : 30 6 : 00 , or 6 : 00 - 6 : 30 PM) of the final ninety minute "dinner
hou r" show .

The AND explained his role in this meeting :

To focus them , and t o play somewhat Solomon and say
well we gotta divide these stories up . Five
o'clock [producer] you ' re not gonna get all the
stories just because you think tney • re great ,
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because we have ninety minutes, six o ' clock got to
get good stories too . (AND, interview , January 7 ,
1993)
Consequently , the group stood at the board , discussed
the items, and moved story titles around in an ordering
process of the format that would be presented to the News
Director at the 1: 30 PM meeting .

The AND's central interest

was the flow of the stories in the total ninety minutes .
The individual producers were concerned with what would work
best in their program's format .

This sorting out was done

in the context of p~oducing a television ne ws block in terms
of production aesthetics, attracting an audience, and
reten~ion of that audience.

Their effort was guided by what

they thought the News Director would approve of in the
context of audience flow from half hour to half hour in the
total ~inety minute block of news .
The News Director pointed out the importance of the
flow :
They're different formatted shows , they flow
differently . You have to be aware at 5 : 00 who's
your audience coming into that show . You have the
Oprah audience corning in . And who's available to
watch TV at five , what are their interests , the
audience between 5:00 and 6 : 30 builds every quarter
hour . The HUT [households using television]
increases every quarter hour . Our goal is to
maintain people , keep people watching through the
ninet y minutes [sic] a different ninety minute
newscast . [ Make it a] moving, compelling ,
interesting, informative show a nd try to attract as
many people as possible . (ND , interview , January 8,
1993 )
As a result, the AND with this as a guideline ,
questioned , suggested, and argued as the "sub group"
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discussed individual stories .

Even though they might

continue to disagree , they came to a consensus usually in 15
minutes because the producers had to prepare a final typed
draft for the 1:30 PM meeting and there was a noon half hour
newscast that the AND needed to oversee .
There wa s a sense that this coming together every day
at 11 : 00 AM was a ritual that allowed for closeness a nd
offered personal :eedback .

It seemed the writing down of

something with pen on a "r eal " surface was welcomed by the
news group in the interchange of thoughts .

Nevertheless ,

whe n the meeting was over the news producers returned to
their plastic and gl~ss computer terminals and fine tuned
their f ormats from which they would print a nard copy to
take to the 1 : 30 PM meeting .
As the cycle progressed , the AND ' s time moved quickly
between calls , notes , and instructions to reporters an d
producers . Then it was time for the loon News to be
broadcast and the newsroom became quieter while the AND
mon i tored his station and the major com~etit 1on ' s news
offerings on television .

Occasionally individual news

p r oduce rs watched along with him .

At times they gathered as

a group to evaluate content , reporter's /ancho rs's
perfo rma nc e, and the competition ' s news coverage .
At 12 : 30 PM the AND and crew of the Noon News gathered
at the second floor conference desk to critique their
efforts .

In one meeting the AND questi oned the anchor's

"quick t oss before the last break" .

The AND was co ncer ned
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that they did not " deliver the goods" to the viewers .

" Have

to be very conscious , concerned about this , they [the
viewers] are fickle ."

He pantomimed clicking a remote

channel changer like a viewer changing channels .

The AND

emphasized that the producer must tell the anchors what is
going on .

He related that tne "stuff" was good but the

"open was botched'' . He was concerned with loosing an
audience and emphasized , "They have remote control , wi ll
switch away . "
The AND was careful to praise the good things after the
critiqued proolems , but the main thrust was the mistake and
the effect of viewers tuning out.

This concern with image

and viewer perception was a continuous concern of the news
group .

For example , in another meeting the AND's critique

centered on the story of a local community leader who had
died :
Good story, but we spelled the guy's name wrong .
That was a big mistake , the guy is locally known, a
prominent citizen. We lose credibility with the
viewers whe n we ao tnings like that . (ND ,
interview, January 8, 1993 )
Similarly , the Noon News producer was questioned on
using the same lead package that had been used the previous
night on the 11 : 00 PM News .

The producer suggested that it

was a different audience , implying that those watching a
late newscasts would not be watching the story on a noon
newscast .

The AND offered that the News Director had

different idea about that philosophy .

a

He gave her a firm

stare and the meaning was clear -- the producer was wrong .
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This meeting was over in approximately 20 minutes and
the AND usually had only time to " nui<e" a can of soup , eat a
sandwich , and/or drink a can of soda pop gotten from the
first floor " wheel of death" canteen machines .

Occasionally

time could be found to "run across the street " for a del i
sandwich wnich was brought back to be eaten at a desk while
returning/taking phone calls and talking to reporters and
producers .

This lunch t i me behavior was generally practiced

by the other news group members as they worked to prepare
for the 1: 30 PM News Director ' s meeting .
Before the 1: 30 PM meeting the news producers copied
the format of their individual shows for distribution to all
the other people in attendance .

This was the cornerstone

news meeting of tne day and , in addition to the news group ,
the Operations Manager , a news video editor , and persons
from the promotion and grapnics departments were also
present .
The producers distributed tneir program's format which
represented tnei~ wo rk effort to this point .

These were

preliminary formats that had been prepared by each producer ,
stored on a disk, and printed now for the news group to
examine before the final broadcast o r der was set .
Consequently , as the producers walKed around the table
they placed the formats in front of those representatives
noted above with pride and yet seeming anticipat i on of what
might be liked and what might be questioned by the News
Director ( ND) and/or other members of the news group .
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Fu r ther , the seating a r rangements were the same as at
the 8 : 30 AM meeting .

The meeting was also started s i mi larly

with the ND calling on the 5 : 00 PM News Producer (5NP) to
begin .

Occas i onally the Assignment Editor (AE) was called

upon first (She most regularly was in the 8 : 30 AM meeting) ,
but generally the 5NP started th i s meeting .

When a spec i fic

producer was absent tne Executive Producer (EP) or Assistant
News Director (AND) produced and presented a format fo r the
absent person's newscast .
As the producer discussed her/his format they
were interrupted by tne ND or AND if there was a question .
It was apparent that the presenting was directed primarily
to the ND for approval .

If he didn't agree and/or didn't

like an i~ern , or it's placement, the subject was opened to
the news group for discussion .

At this point the producer

would argue/discuss the reason for their point of view .
Sometimes tney prevailed and sometime they did not depending
on the consensus of the group and logic of the situation .
Tnis was a ca ndid discussion about the rationale for
individual story placement within the overall format .
As noted above , tne Operations Manager , a news video editor ,
and persons from the promotion and graphics department were
present , but had little input except for answers to
questions from the news group about equipment and
availability .

This meeting was over at approximately 2 : 00

PM a nd the news producers returned to the newsroom to
prepare their final format and scripts for the dinner hour
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~ewscast. At the same time the Assignment Editor checked on
the progress of individual news stories --which ones were
completed , in house , en route back to the station , edited ,
and the like .

She also kept track of the " beat" calls and

other events of immediacy .
At 3 : 00 PM the Assistant News Director had a quick
regularly scnedule meeting with the 11 : 00 PM News Producer
on format , stories , and so forth for the 11 : 00 PM newscast .
This was of lessor importance and the News Director was
usually not present although he stopped in on occasion to
listen ana observe .
The news cycle progressed with the final preparation
and planning for backup options if technical problems
developed .

At other times the news group had standby plans

to present another version of a story if for one reason or
another one piece of equipment did not perform and/or was
no: in place . For ex3mple , a live transmission from a remote
site in a~other state was backed up with other material from
the news set if the pictures were not there .

Generally

however , this seldom seemed to be a problem because of the
team planning and coordination between the Operations
Manager , the Assignment Editor , and the news group in
general .
The process continued coming together with many people
entering and leaving the newsroom as the director checked
formats , timing , and so forth , and made last minute
adjustments to the script, which had been laid out on the
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newsroom ' s long sorting desK in neat stacks .
Near the end of this segment of the news cycle , the
production crew came to the newsroom to pick up their copy
of the script .

Similarly , they were followed by the

anchors , after which both groups proceeded to the studio for
the production of the live television news program .
Simultaneously , when the news program was about to
begin , the ritual of gathering in the News Di rector's (ND)
office took place .

This meeting was to monitor his and the

other two major competing newscasts .
As mentioned earlier , the Assistant News Director and
Executive Producer were regulars at these meetings as they
c ompar ed their newscasts with the competition .

Comments

were exchanged among the three and notes were taken by the
Assistant News Director a nd Assignment Editor for later
discussion and/o~ action .

Frequent visits by other members

of the news staff were common .

Whe n , for instance , a

repo rter finished a news report and was waiting for the 6 : 30
PM critique meeting , whic h took place at 6 : 30 PM , the
reporter might stop in to sense the mood for approval .

One

day, a female anchor/reporter stopped in a n d was jokingly
told by the News Director (ND) that a store owner (she had
done a story earlier on a sausage store in a suburb) had
sent her a package of sausage which had bee n delivered to
the back door and she should go down to get it .
believe him and the discussion ended i n laughter .

She didn't
The

general feeling seemed to be that the ND liked the story and
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was in a good mood .
When the newscast was ended at 6 : 30 PM the news group
and the related members of the news team assembled in the
second floor conference area for a ND conducted critique .
After the critique the cycle continued because the next
news wou ld be at 11 : 00 PM .

However , as the AND related in a

discussion before one of his regularly schedule 3 : 00 PM
meetings with the 11 : 00 PM producer, the core of the day ' s
news wor~ had been done .
tne 11 : 00 PM telecast .

It wo uld be reworked s lightly for
Late brea~ing events , throughout the

rest of the evening , would be processed as they occurred and
tne AND was usually available if needed for late breaking
news decisions .

The AND demonstrated a lap top computer

that he could connect to any available telephone outlet and
access tne 11 : 00 PM format as the night progressed with the
ability to type changes if he wanted to.
The News For:nat I "Spinning" The News

In an interview , the Assistant News Director
reported that his job was to "put the spin on the news . II

In

other words he was responsible for putting a slant or angle
on an item that would make it more interesting or usable as
television news .

Before discussing the individual types of

non - breaking news item selection and story spinning , a
discussion of tne news format follows .
The News Program Format.

Before examining each of the

types of non - breaking news stories it should be noted that
an overriding controller of the news was the master format
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for each show .
in the computer .

The format was a general outline and saved
That is, the weather , commercial breaks ,

opens , daily features, sports , and production glamour audio
'tosses' and video ' bumpers' were arranged in predetermined
order with specific length and time .

Consequently , the 10

to 15 news stories of the day were filled in aroun d these
pre- set items and there was very little room for deviation
unless an unexpected event happened .

When an unexpected

triple murder unfolded late one afternoon , after the format
had been set at the 1: 30 PM meeting, there was i ncr eased
tension between the Executive Producer ( EP ) , news producers ,
Assignment Editor (AE) , and Assistant News Director (A ND) .
Tne discussion was then moved to the News Director (ND)
level regarding decisions about logistics of the coverage
and format adjustment .

The ND made the final decision with

regard to the latter and where the late breaking reports
wo~ld go in the total presentation .

He commented as he

hurried through the newsroom was , "How could we miss a
triple murder?"
Otherwise , when it came to minor timing and length of
items in the format, the ND was consulted only when
something did n 't "fit" or there was a problem with another
department .

For insta nce , at one meeting when there was a

lot of news the 6 : 00 PM News Producer (6NP) "brokered" with
the ND for one minute to be taken fr om weather or sports .
The ND gave her 30 seconds from sports .
On anotner day the ND advised the promotion person that
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a promotion segment (being done by a star anchor about one
of the station's top rated syndicated program) had been
dropped for time . She shrugged indica ting there was not much
she could do about it.

In general , when the n ews group

needed a few seconds they took it from promotion , sports , or
weather with sports an d weather the most li kely victims .
Additionally , there were several minutes of flexible time i n
the i nfo rmal talk by the anchors that occurred as
transitions between s~gments of the newscast .

For example,

introduction of the weat~er person and/or the ending goodby .
Tnese were referred to as "t osses " and could be cut or
lengthened if events (usually late breaking) warranted it .
As to the loo~ a~d audience flow , on one occasion ,
while studying the format , the ND wanted to move a story to
5 : 00 PM from the 6 : 00 PM show.

His suggestion brought a

general discussion abou~ the look of the different newscasts
a~d which cast was the more i mportant . I t was obvious that
the ND thought that the format needed changing .

He

interrupted the conversa;:,ion , " The five and six [newscasts]
can't look the same !"

After he had interrupted he studied

the two formats (5 : 00 and 6 : 00) silently .

There was a

minute of silence as he perused the outline and the other
members waited a mid glanced at each other .
to be puzzled, the ND looked up .

Finally, seeming

He stared at the 5 : 00 PM

News Producer who said , "Just waiting for your nod ."

that there was light laughter .

At

However , the ND , still

appeared to be perplexed and said th~y would discuss the
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item further after the meeting .
In these observations there were generally two forces
that determined the final fo~mat of the newscasts .
1 . The " hard" news larger events (natural , man made ,

and so forth) that occurred and were observed to be
covered by most of the media with some shaping and molding
to fit a particular format.
2 . The " soft " news events that were picked up by the
news group from various sources and then molded into their
own unique style of news presentation .
In both cases the "raw material" was delivered by
events that were then spun by the news group and telecast as
tneir news .
Tne news group selected the news items that would be
broadcas~ in any given day from many sources .

For example

there were : (a) Items i1 the newspapers ; (b) items the
Assignment Editor nad learned of from her sources internally
a~d externally ; (c) what the news group ~new in general
about news events from the other media , their ABC networ~
affiliation , contact with the anchors , reporters , and news
personnel ; and (d) the news se~vices subscribed to such as
the Associated Press .
These items were distilled to manageable levels in the
news meetings where there was give and take discussions over
story selection , angle , and slant .

Usually the best

argument for a story or angle of presentation was chosen
based on the aggressiveness of the presenter .

As noted
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previously , the Uews Director (ND) was observed to be the
final arbiter with news group members modifying their
attention in nis direction .
(EP)

When the Executive Producer

and news producers disagreed on format placement they

were uninhibited in their remarks .
finished the

ND

When the discourse was

made the final decision depending on how

important he thought the segment was to the newscast ' s
journalistic image , the audience flow , and the audience
retention .

It seemed the disagreement that lacked a

critical nature was done in the open meeti~gs .

However , the

topic of coverage of Cl inton for example was avoided and
presumably discussed i n private .

This may have been du e to

the presence of an observer .

The final format , then , was a team effort prepared by
the entire ~ews group led by tne ND .

As the Assistant News

Director stated , there collective mission was primarily to
produce the best local television news show possible in
orde; to defeat the other local television news competition .

In analyzing these specific formats over several days,
discounting sports and weather , commercials , graphic
effects , open and close "tosses ", and so forth , the average
amount of time given to news in general was : 43% in the hour
fo;mat from 5 - 6 : 00 PM , and 41% in the half hour 6 : 00- 6 : 30

PM .

Of these two newscasts 9 . 8% and 15 . 3% respectively was

"hard" news .
Overall , out of the nearly 38 minutes of news in the
~ inety minu~e bloc~ appr o ximately 30 minutes of what the
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news group selected was non breaking news .
As the Assistant News Director said in customary
chopped sentence fashion when he was engaged in another
activity :
Roughly 25% of news is breaking . Don ' t do ca r
crashes et cetera , unless [sic] if four people are
killed, but don ' t do that . ~ a fire , just send
camera person usually , don ' t need r eporter , do a
reader . 75% is non - breaking news from on - going
stories , leads, wire sources , also have an
investigative unit that reports to news that does
stories . (AND , interview , August , 1992)
This research found that breaking news made up very
l:ttle of the coverage overall and when it did , the degree ,
angle , slant , and placement was controlled by what the News
Director ref erred to as the , "Bigger issue things of toe
day . Tnings you feel the pressure to cover because there is
a d emand for coverage . "

He added that the

competition ' s

expec ted response to some degree affected his station's
coverage of events .
Tnis then was the format context into whi ch the
approximately ten to fifteen news items were arranged each
day . Kon - orea~i~g ~ews items were broken into the following
categories as defined by Carroll ( 1989) and outlined in
Chapt er II .

The lines merged on many items .

Some could

easily fit into one or more categories and were placed in
the category closest to the fit .
Situational stories -- reports on circumstances that are
part of an on - going process .

In an informal interview , a

anchor/reporter related that the angle, the questions , the
general length of stories were deter~ined by the news group ,
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and instructions were then given to reporte r s and
photographers to carry i t out .

When on locat i on the

reporter directed th e story " like a mi ni show ," but wit h the
idea of pleasing the news group .

He was open about h i s

feelings :
It ' s a very anxiety fil l ed bus i ness . Th r ee , f i v e
heart pounds when getting it together . Reporter
gets to the location , they know ove r all what to do
from producer ' s instructions et cetera . But on site
jazz it up if poss i ble , know i ng what they [the news
group] want . (Reporter , interview , August , 1992)
In another example , on the first day of observation , a
produc er tal:<ed to a male reporter/anchor regard i ng a report
to be done on the noon news .

Tne producer said , "Tney [ the

~ews group] want something from you on Hurricane Andrew for
-::he noo:1 news . "

" I ' 11 just do a stand - up sorr.ething 1 "

he responded .

"They want you tc stand in front of the map . "
"What map?"

"Tney have some map they used last night ."
"Wel l if that's what they want , know where it is , I ' ll
00

1t .
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':'ne producer remar:<:ed that the reporter should , " Do
something with pictures ."
In still another story treatment , a suggestion was not
pursued because tne News Director did not want to play up a
particular story on three missing youths " just yet" because
it was still developing .

He reasoned , it might be something

larger with criminal implications or simply a domestic
situation .

He cautioned the group to stay with the police

who were handing out posters . " One reporter on that [handing
out posters] and one reporter wi th the family .
angles in case it develops quickly ."

Work both

Using his news sense ,

he didn't wa nt to, "Bother with a l i ve shot yet, may be
something minor . Keep an eye on it."
Later, discussing the same story at the big board
area , the Assistant News Director gave instructions to a
reporter going out to cover the family angle.

' Call home of

the pa~ents , the pac~age will go on at 5 : 00 PM , angle is the
parents , make it so if they [the missing kids] come in or
don ' t we can use it at five .'
He gave her further instruction , 'Hook up with family ,
stay with them, your story is to be angled so we can use it
if they are found b~fore the five [5 : 00 PM newscast] comes
on , lf they find them when we're [the news] on live we can
still use the package, talk to the relatives, how they feel,
what they are going through .'
An instant of personal inspiration on other occasions
nighlignted a story .

At one meeting , the News Director (ND)

suddenly remembered an item that it seemed the news group
nad all forgotten .
stri.l{e ."

"Oh shit !" he said , "the [auto plant]

The item concerned a nearby auto plant and an

impending UAW strike .

There followed a general discussion

about the coverage , possible use of the "live" truck , and
whether to send a specific reporter.

The ND asked , "Can we

get the KU [satellite up - link] truck there for the noon
news , strike deadline is 10 : 00 AM ."

At this point notes
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were made and the Ope r ations Manager left to check on the
equipment .

Subsequentl y, a li ve story was featured on the

noon news fr om the site and was edited and re - used on the
later news .
Still another story about a cement factory accid e nt in
an industrial area of the city was brought up in an 8 : 30 AM
meeting .

The story had been reported in other media t hat

morning . The 5 : 00 PM News Producer (SNP) , who had suggested
the story , mimed a video scene of a person scraping ash from
a car window .
(ND) .

The story was ques~ioned by the News Director
The SNP related

"What would make it interesting?''

that a l ot of cement dust was on cars .

The ND wondered ,

what , cement factory dust on some cars?~.

11

So

After more

discussion the ND offered a '' spin" on the story . "Might be
w~o pays for the cleanJp , the city or are they [the cement
company] billed?" .

He still wondered ,

11

:s that a story? "

At another meeting the ND broug ht up an i~em he had
heard earlie; on another station .
a water pond .

A women i nvol ved i n the accident had used her

car ;:>hone to call for help .
good story ."

A car had flipped over in

He indicated that "Might be a

The news group generally nodded and looked at

each other silently .

Whether they agreed with him or not ,

they did not seem to want to challenge his idea this
particular day as they glanced around the table cautiously .
As a r esult , the stor y was telecast with video of the
flipped car and mud on the mobile telephone.

As the

reporter said proudly to the Assistant News Director (AND)
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when he returned from covering the story , 'Got pictures of
the phone , mud still on it . '
One day the AND received a call from a viewer with
family in a Florida city in which Hurricane Andrew had
caused extensive damage .
relative•s well being .

The viewer wondered about their
The AND was working to send a star

anchor and a photographer to the area to find and interview
the person .

The AND was interested in helping the viewer ,

but related that he was also interested in how the story
might be used to help promote the s:ation•s image .
Preplanned events -- press conferences , opening nights
ceremonial appearance events. As mentioned earlier , coverage
of preplanned events arranged by a third party was not a
~ajor concern of the news group . In fact , if perceived as
polit ically motivated, they were disdai~ed .

For example ,

the Assistant News Director ( AND) talked about an upcoming
p ress conferences by the State ' s chief medical director :
If he calls , wants to talk about suicides ( in the
news because of the ' suicide doctor' possibly
coming to the State) have to cover it , and he,
state medical director , is going to run for
governor . He ' s using us. He calls a press
conference , have to cover it . (AND , interview,
January 8 , 1993)
Coverage of politicians was monitored within the news
group itself .

For example , when they discussed coverage of

Clinton at a county fair's pig calling event , the Assignment
Editor (AE) questioned doing another story with Clinton .
The 5 : 00 PM News Producer (5NP) said it fit into his format
with a fish story on a features segment of the newscast
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dealing with life's odd and ends .

The AE offered that they

should cover Bush if they were covering Cl inton again .

She

commented that they had been " all over the State " cove r ing
Clinton .

The Executive Producer seem ed to defend the

Clinton story .

It was not resolved at the meeting and the

News Director had nothing to say as he eyed the researcher
in his meeting , and other members cast glances around the
table .

They then moved on with other items of the format .

It seemed reasonable to believe that there were
poli: ical preferences within the news group and they did not
wan: a n outsider to see that .

In an interview , it was later

l~arned tnat the AE had friends in the Bush White House and
sne "didn't know what she wo uld do now" for contacts with
the new administration coming in .
At another meeting a discussio~ came up regarding a
press confere~ce scheduled at 2 : 00 PM by a local incumbent
~ . S . Representative .

After a brief discussion and

speculation , the decision was made not to cover it .

The

feeling was that the conference was a r ou tine thing , nothing
was imminent and the schedul~d time of 2 : 00 PM

was too late

in the afternoon to fit the news group ' s deadlines .

In

oth er words , the news group surmised that there was not a
lot of public interest ; that it was near an election and
noth i ng new had been learned ; they were probably being used
to get some publicity ; so the conference was not covered .
from his expressions , it appeared that the News Director was
no: enamored with the subject ' s name and they moved on to
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another item .
Conversely , they felt compelled to cover pre- arranged
events that were well publicized such as a presidential
visit .

Among the criteria seemed to be the level of

interest and coverage by other media .

Al so , how it would

fit in , attract , satisfy the audience , and possibly one up
the competition .

As the Assignment Editor (AE) said :

Pretty standard , we always request an interview
with the President , cover the route , airport ,
nearest hospital . God forbid anything should
happen , pretty standard stuff . (A E , interview ,
January 8 , 1993 )
This was expressed as a standard operating procedure .
Wnen a perceived influential person was in the area and all
tne media wou ld be covering the pre- planned event , the
coverage seemed to be necessary and expected if for no other
reason than to appear competent as a news organization .
Covering pre- arranged events was t~ea ted favorable if
tne station was in control of the pre - arranging .

Tnere was

not a conscio·s staging of events , but there was a conscious
effort to be creative in the coverage of the events .
In an interview the AE elabcrated:
I believe very strongly in that when we do, say a
news co~ferer.ce story , we have to , on the
[assignment] desk, ho~ can we take this one step
further . Bring it home to the viewer by finding a
person . Say the story is about social security
cuts . We have t o then :ind a person on social
security and convi~ce them to talk to us . Let us
spend some time with them in their daily lives and
see how this will affect them . Instead of just
doing , here's the county com~issioner ' s reacting .
Here's a bunch of politicians sayi~g this is going
to be awful . Go to somebody ' s house and watch them
ma~ing lunch with two cans of soup because they
can't afford anything else and oring the story home
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that way . (AE , i nte rview , January 8 , 1993)
General events such as lunches and open ings , that were
arranged by a third party were seldom covered .

News

confe rences were judged individually on their merit by the
group .
Anticipated events -- court hearings , trial decisions ,
legislative actions .

When discussing this subject , the

Assignment Editor put it strongly :
The re' s one attorney in particular , he gets a Juicy
case always calls. Says ' well we expect a decision
coming down on this and I'll be in my office
avai lable to talk about it whatever' . And often
they're good stories . I mean tney are stories that
should be reported , but truthfully I've gotten t o
the point wnere I'll be damned if I ' m going to put
nim on TV again. I will go somewhere else or I 'll
tell nim , ' ya kno~ we really need to talk to t he
victim.' Yo u know, we'll go someplace else to get
the informatio:1. ( AE , interview , January 8 , 1993)
Simi l ar y , other events were examined carefully .

~or

exam?ie , a large manufacturing compa~y nad announced that it
was movi~g a unit to the city from another state. The AE had
been called and could no t understand why a news conference
had been scnedul~d at 3 : 00 PM .

She indicated that the

company didn't understand the news cycle . They should have
scheduled the event earlier in the day .
was not slotted to be covered .

Consequently , i t

Moreover , the News Director

( ND) commented that , "It 's only bringing 40 plus jobs" , as
ne justified again that it was not that i mportant .

As a

result , since the story did not fit i nto their format , and
they reasoned they were probably being used for publ i c
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relation purposes anyway, they didn't cover it .
Summing up the attitude regarding these stories , an
Assistant Assignment Editor (AAE) brought a message to a
meeting that the Assistant News Director (AND) was
conducting .

The AAE said that someone was on the phone

wanting to talk to him about coverage of an event .
was told by the AND , "Take a message".

The AAE

When the AAE came

back a few minutes later with another message about the same
call he was told to forget it , "Tell them I don't want it!"
Ent~rpriser stories -- initiated in identifying topics
that otherwise woul d not be included in the newscasts .

In

tnis setting these type s of stories seemed a constant source
of television news .

As a reporter commented , one source of

enterpriser story generation was various members of the news
departmen~ who , "Give story idea s to the Assignment Editor ,
tnrown in her basket :or slow days ."

He added , "This is

what is referred to as the evergreen file .

Sometimes they

use it, some~iTies they [the news group] don ' t .

The y get

t.ogether and dec i de what tney're going to do . "
Similarly , he related that the star anchors were
contacted regularly by viewers while in the community, and
were given :aeas for stories that were passed on to the news
group .

If the group liKed a suggestion they might do a

story on it .
To illustrate, one star anchor suggested a story to the
Assign.ent Editor (AE) that was uncovered by going through
letters from the Red Cross .

A 78 year old woman wit h a
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hearing disorder had donated one hundred and fifty dollars
(she would have used the money for a new hearing aid) to the
relief effort for victims of Hurricane Andrew . As the AE
later expounded :
The s~ories I like most ar e those that result in a
positive change for someone . She [the old woman] had
simply written a lette r [sic] when she sent her check
in [sic] , I ' m talking to them [the relief agency] one
day ,~
know , do you have any le tters that are
particularly touching and they said , yeah we have a
few , and there were several others ones but that one i n
particular [sic] . I like to do those kinds of stories .
And if you c~help somebody or something , positive ,
sometning that gives people a reason to keep on hoping ,
to keep on believing [sic] have a tremendous impact on
me , and personally help me deal with the rest of the ya
know, cnildren being rapped and killed and people being
car jacked and the neinous things that we have to
report that to as news . But it can get to ya after
awhil~ . ( AE , interview , January 8 , 1993)
At other tirr.es reporters suggested ideas to the
produc~rs based on what t~ey had :earned in the field and/or
or: the telephone from their contacts .
Simple items that were presu~ed of general interest ,
seen in the newspaper , heard on the radio , and/or on the
mi ~d of the news group could also become a story .

One story

or. airline fare increases was developed and presented on the
news because the Assistant Ne~s Director suggesting it
several times in meetings and in the newsroom .
Further , phone calls made to the Ass i gnment Editor's
( AE)

11

160 daily contacts" generated stories as did general

information gleaned from the radio , newspapers , and so
forth .
Other enterpriser stories might come from something
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seen or heard i n other media . For example one day the News
Director brought up an auto dealership story from the day
before .

The dealership was going out of business .

He

wanted to know if people who bought a car knew about the
closing .
1

He indicated that they should do a story on that.

D1d they know , the people who bought a car on Saturday that

they'd be closed on Monday .'
Later , a reporter came up to the Assistant News
Director (AND) and relayed that a zone manager from another
a rea was corning to the city to look at this auto
dealersnip ' s reason for folding .

;.;:..:r. it. .

He wondered what to do

The AND said, " Cover it, will send [reporter 's

name] to cover it ."

Whe~ t he reporter came in later he told

him to "Go out there , tal,c to some people who bought a car ,
:naybe over the weekend ."
The reporter wondered how he would know them.
A little exasperated , the AND told hir1 , "Thtey may be

hanging a~ound the dealership , check it out . Find out what
... ne nell is going on ! "
At another time the Assignment Editor (AE) reported
that someone called from a suburb about flooding in their
basement .
heavy rain .

The flooding happened all the time when there was
The city would do nothing about it .

The caller

was requesting that the station do an investigative consumer
story on the subject .
Moreover , in another similar discussion the AE was
checking on a story about a man who had called to complain
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that he had no hot water in h i s apartment .

She reported

that she had called the manager and that the water needed t o
go to a tank first , get hot , and so forth .

The News

Director was not excited about this as he looked around the
group with a slightly pained expression .

Nothing was said

and the AE jotted a notation .
In a later interview , regarding this , the AE expressed
her feeling :
So, we don't ignore ' em [stories] , depending on
now busy a day it i s those stories may be put on
the bach burner because it takes time to get calls
back from the authorities [involved in getting
answers/solutions) or the officials . (AE ,
interview , January 8 , 1993)
In later analysis , it was ob servec that a detailed news
story was done on the basement flooding story with a
reporter on the site , an interview with the home owner , and
shots of the flooded basements of two homes .

A city

representative was not on ca~era but the reporter said that
the city had told hi~ it would cost a large amount of money
to correct the flooding ~roble~ and they had othe r
priorities at this time .
The story resulted from an item the AE had brought up .
In this case a non - breaking news items (a flooded basement)
was pursued to a live news story from a phone call to the AE
even though there was little initial interest exhibited by
other news group members in the meeting .
I n another meeting , a day after a story was reported
about a child being abandoned in a dumpster , the AE
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suggested a follow - up story on why a mother would abandon
her child .

She suggested an angle that would allow a

discussion with mothers to reveal their motives for this
kind of behavior .

This was not picked up by the news group

and there was little interest .
Subsequently , on the station's Noon News a few day
later there was an interview with a female expert/counselor
dealing with the subject .

The expert emphasized that some

mothers go tnrough severe emotional stress after a birth and
they should not be immeaiately condemned for abandoning
~heir criila .
Another example of enterpriser stories occurred one day
wnen the 5 : 00 PM News Producer (5NP) asked about a live shot
pcssibility for his news show at 5:00 PM .

His show was

"snort" because it was a slow news day and there was a gap
in his program .

4f~er a discussion tne Assistant News

Jirecto~ (AHD) suggested doing a sports segment with a local
:ootball player who was in the news recently because he was
leaving the home team .

The AND proposed getting the sports

anchor on se~ and using previously taped segments in a sound
interview with the player .
The News Director (ND) liked the idea and they did it .
~ater, viewing the story on the air the ND said to the AND,
"That story is working, pretty good . "
Finally , improvisation was required at times.

For

example , the top rated competing new 's television channel
had scooped the news group with a local enterpriser story
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about a military person being sent to a foreign conflict .
They televised his marriage before he departed .

This was

promoted and the ND believed this was the cause of that
channel's overnight rating increase. The AND related that
~he ND was concerned about the increase in the competition ' s
ratings and he [the AND] had to come up with something to
top their story .

Subsequently , during an informal interview

the next day , he was asked if he had found anything to top
the marriage story .

He was upbeat and said , "Yeah, going to

do a story with the local ~olice and a victim that two cops
saved from a youth ' s beating . Introduce them on air , get
~hem together .

The victim will thank [the police] them for

sa1ing ner life . "
Cul~ural Themes
Pugnacity was a patterned theme i n this newsroom .

The

bena,ior seemed an overall guidi!"lg at~itude and was fostered
in this com~etitive environment where it was not good to be
beaten at anyt1ing .

This pugnacity was fostered in

producers to put the best show together , in the Assistant
Assignme!"lt Editors to use their " news sense " in spotting and
probing the news , and in reporters to dig and ask that tough
question of "weeny" politicians and public officials .
As tne Assistant News Director said in an interview,
11

•••

in many ways we promote that [aggressiveness] because we

want them (the producers] to concentrate on their product to
make it the best it can be . "
Further, he commented on the big board stories for the
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day :
It's like a menu, your [producers] want all the
cake and ice cream and steaks they can get for
their program to maKe it the best they can make it,
based on the lead in , who's our aud i ence at five
and six o 'c lock . (AND , interview, January 7, 1993)
Also , if one happened to be beaten in getting a story,
or if the overnight ratings were low, a general anathema was
the reward .

As noted in the previous discussion , the

Assistant News Director seemed depressed one day when the
competition's rating had gone up overnight .

He reported

that the News Director was concerned and he had to come up
with an angle to counter the competition .

This was done by

creating a story .
The language of the settir.g was blunt .

The "f" word

was liberally used by male and females alike to make a point
or just release tension .

"Shit" was a commonly used

statement when something went wrong .

In addition , "weeny''

was a favorite phrase of the News Director

(Nu)

was perceived to be insufficiently truculent .

if a person
One day ,

wnil~ waiting outside the office for a 1: 30 PM meeting to
begin, the HD referred to individuals as "weeny" when they
entered the office .

The Assistant News Director smiled and

related that the ND must be "feeling good today ."
The other theme that surfaced in conversations and
interviews was the mistrust of external news sources .

This

was particularly evident with regard to politicians and
lawyers .

There was a cynical at~itude toward the outsiders .

A common theme was, "Cneck it out,'' because organizations ,
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politicians , and special interest groups could use the news
for tneir own gain .

The general outlook toward the outs ide

world was we are fair and accurate and they may or may not
be always fair and accurate .

Paradoxically , that "user"

world was where much of the news came from in the form of
" tips , " press conferences , special interest , o r viewer call ins .
The news group worked many hours to cover the city,
county , state, nation and world for the best and most
interesting stories .

Tnere was a sense of news group pride

in assuming to know what the best stories were, and on their
ability to select those items that would work as interesting
television news .

There was also a general mood of f o rced

labor to get their news job done so they could go somewhere
and r ela x .

Moreover , there was an eagerness fer a new idea or
fresh a~gle .

The Assistant News ~irector was particula:ly

intense , seeMing to be constantly looking toward the next
corner because around there might be the big scoop and the
pictures , "Tnat could :'. . n fact alter your [the audiences's]
way of tnini<ing entirely ."
Summary

As discussed at the outset , this researc h was concerned
with the processing of local television news .

The focus was

on the three areas outl i ned in Chapter ! -- the five news
factors , stages in tne daily news cycle , and the preparation
of the news program 's format .
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The findings indicate some items chosen for local non breaking news were determined by the five news factors .
Additionally , an entertainment factor was observed to exist .
The research also observed the selection and processing of
individual news items for placement in the news format .
Placement of items in the format was guided by audience flow
needs in the competitive nature of the environment .

The

news group , led by the News Director , made the decisions
regarding item selection and placement .
These then are tne findings of the processing of local
~on - brea~ing news in a top fifteen network affiliated
te evis~on sta~ion .
followi~g chapter.

These findings are discussed i~ the

CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Discussion
This study 0bserved the processing of news in a local
television station .

The focus was on the news group--six

people who decided what the local television news would be .
The ~ajor aspects of the resear ch were : (a) tne five news
factors ; (o) stages in the daily news cycle ; and (c) the
preparation of the ne~s pr ogram 's format concerning the
i~ems selected , how they were prioritized , and who made the
decision regarding ite~ selection and prioritizing .
Tnese aspects are discussed separately below after
which conclusio~s are crawn .
Five News :actors .

As outlined in Chapter I, a review

of the literature i ndicated that five news factors have an
affect on news content : (a) Personal values/standards , (b)
organi zational /corpo rate procedure , (c) economics/ratings ,
(d) equipment/time constraints , and (e) externally set
events .
This research found that all five factors were present
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this news setting and influenced the news in varying

deg ree.

Two factors were more pronounced than the others :

(a) personal values/standards , and (b) economics/ratings .
Conversely, organizational/corporate procedure ,
equipment/time constraints , and externally set events were
~anaged by the news group so as not to have a significant
influence on the news product .
As noted above , personal values/standards was one of
the ruling factors when deciding , from thousands of non breaking news items, what items would be placed in the fi~al
format . Individual value judgements were the initial gate
throug~ wnich items were selectea .

The group's standards

were then applied as the ideas were accepted, molded ,
"pitched again , " or rejected.
One initial gate through which some news items were
selected was the Assig~ment Editor's preferences and
concerns.

This occurred in her early gatekeeping activity

as she selected then presented items to the news group for
consideration .

The degree of objectivity of the other news

group members was tnen applied in determining if the item
would be considered .

If the item was aaopted , the group

would then weigh how the item was to be treated .
Personal agenda and allegiance to a cause had an affec t
on items covered, followed up on, and presented in the
newscasts .

Group pressure and self image seemed to be

regulators of individually expressed standards .

In this

contex~ , the news group worked closely on the final news
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product .

No one person ' s individual values or attitudes

could dominate espec i a l ly high l y visible breaking stories ,
However , the News Director was the leader of the group and
his opinions and standards were adhered to closely .
Professiona l standards and bel i efs of the news group , in the
context of what they perceived television news and the
cultural family of television news makers to be , were
regulators of thought and expression .
The second ruling factor , noted at the outset , was the
need for ratings .

This foundation motive affected news

decisions regarding coverage and format placement of items .
Tne Assistant News Director related, on more than one
occasion, that they gave no quarter in the quest for
ratings .

One performed or one was gone .

As he said ,

"Peo;>le in the business want to win , beat the competition .
If they do:1 1 t. they're let go . 11
Tne News Director sum~ed up the life and death need to
perform :

I

And if we didn't [get the ratings] I wouldn't be
here ultimately , the General Manager wouldn't be
nere , the people on the air wouldn't be here , you
have to get to the point of understanding that and
that's where a lot of people wind up with problems
that don't understand that that is what they have
to do . You have to be a good journalist , you have
to be a good news person, you have to put a good
program together, but ultimately you ' ve gotta get
the numbers . (ND , intervie.v , January 8 , 1993)
T~e News Director ' s primary job was to produce a news
product that won the ratings race .

The news group reported

to him , Knew winning was the goal , and produced news
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programs that would achieve that end .

The Assistant News

Director summed up the feelings about being number one wi th
a c ynica l s nicke r , " Fair , accurate and third , forget it ."
Three factors previously mentioned had a lessor affect
on the news .

With regard to organizational/corporate

influence, the news group was guided by few written r ules or
regulations , but lines were drawn in the meanings of the
atmosphere that surrounded the group .

They knew what they

were supposed to do , say , and how far they could press a

situation .

Within those guidel ines, the focus was on

presenting the best news program possible in terms of v i deo,
story , and format .

Similarly, equipment/time constraints

~ad little impact on the final product .

If the news group

determined that coverage of a news story was necessa ry , to
maintain their news image . they found the resources to cover
the event .

And vigilance was maintained when it came to

outside influence .

There was a cynical arrogance toward

those who would use them or suggest that they were not
correct .

They gatnered as a meeting of "experts" who tended

to look suspiciously at the outside world .

A common theme

was, "Chec1< it out" because orp:anizations , politicians , and
special interest groups could use the news for their own
gain .

Again paradoxically , that "user" wo!"'ld was where much

of the news came from in the form of tips , press
conferences , special in terest , or viewer call - ins .
Stages In The News Cycle .

The news group meet formally

and informally throughout the daily news cycle as they
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worked tirelessly at processing the product to fit t heir
preconceived formula of what would "get the numbers ."
In the meetings and discussions , the individuals of the news
group talked about current events in the wor l d and
surrounding community in broad and specific terms .

They

viewed their computer screens regularly , and rernai~ed
abreast of events as the events developed throughout the
day .
Wh1l~ viewing the current happenings of the outside
wo~ld, the news gr oup wo rked in a closed environment where
the flow of events soon became what the Assistant News
Director cal ed , " ne wst>aper history" .
was a tension to expedite the news .

Consequen~ly , there
Tne tension produced

quick movements , snarp glances , ana short sentences .

In

general , news group members avoided l ong eye contact seeming
to fear
a conversation tha~ might detract from tnei~ time, or
possioly cause a missed opportu~ity as they went about their
tasks of processing the news .

They we~e absorbed by the

pressure to perform and , while detes~ing the long hours and
constant pressure, they were p~radoxically devoted to the
work because it was a good job , a paycheck, and offered what
they considered elite status in the world of work.
Furthermore , the news group was constantly concerned
with time .

Glances at various conspicuously placed clocks

and mentions of the time were frequently observed and heard .
This was a world of the now and the next hour and the events
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of the futu r e .

As the Assistant News Director commented ,

'Everyth i ng e lse i s n ewspape r his t ory . '
Fearing ( 1953) postulated that h umans seek st r uctu re in
their world .

They seeks to reduce the entropy through t he i r

communicat i on .

In the news cycle , many events and

happenings were random as unstructu r ed e vents unfold ed each
day .

Tne news group was charged , somet i mes ten or mo r e

hours a day , wi th keeping the news world ordered .

It

followed that the anxiety was r eal as the human na t ure of
the people strived fo r structure .

But they could not have

real structure except to force what was before them into a
:ormat , and hope that hard news would not happen between the
final rough draft and the live telecast .

Consequently , the

news group was in a maze of frustration and paradox which
tney constantly confronted to maintain some control over the
randomness .

They tried to predict , with their contacts and

monitoring of the competition , what the :acts were .

But as

they read, listened , and telephoned there might always be
the unexpected event from nature or man .

The unexpected was

looked forward to with anticipation , and yet dreaded because
it mignt disrupt a well though~ out show ' s format .
In this irreverent atmosphere minute to minute
decisions were made with the underlying go a l to do th e b e st
television show compet i tively that would garn e r th e max i mum
audien c e .

The news group bel i eved they could do th a t by

being first with be t ter stories .

Tne motive was not

sinister nor generated from an agenda , nor did there appear
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to be any conscious effort to distort , misrepresent, or
present an ideology.

It was simply the work that the news

group was paid to do and did with vigor and dedication .
Format Preparation/News Item Selection . The news group
selected news items from many sources such as other media ,
the national wire services , items the Assignment Editor had
learned from her regional conference calls , and items fed to
them by viewers and other news personnel .

From these

sources ten to fifteen stories were selected for the final
format .

The overriding consideration in the selection was

that the items would be a "good story " and "have good
video . 11
In the daily news cycle the news g:oup changed the
timing and placement of news items i n the format as events
dictated .

On some days there was si!'Tlply, "t oo much news"

with items from tra1splanted ~~man orga~s to stories about
f owe: shows .

Nevertheless, ou~ of the many offerings , te~

to fif7.et>n items would be selected .

On "slow days" the news

group improvised to fill the allotted news time with items
they felt woula retain viewers .

In the news meetings there

was at times a vigorous exchanee of thoughts on these news
items and their placement in the format .

The more

persistent and aggressive prese~ter was usually rewarded
with their opinion being adopted by the News Director .

The

News Director made the final decisions and the news group
accepted that .
Overall , the news group seemed proud of what the
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Assistant News Director referred to as a "n ews sense" about
the many news items under consideration .

That is , they were

satisfied they could choose the best it ems and then uniquely
shape and mold them into good television .

They were

determin ed to make their final format a kind of flawless
script in order to telecast the best show possible that
would get higher ratings and thus defeat the competition .
As the News Director said :
The competition never gets any less . And honestly ,
never saw a market where the number two station became
number one station . What generally happens is that
number one station gives it away , or does something
wrong or does something stupid or neglects its product .
And when you're there , you can ' t let up , you just have
to remember who you're serving , and stay aggressive ,
and stay com~etitive as you possibly can . (ND ,
intervie;,.,, , January 8 , 1993 )
Furthermore , nothing was beyond consideration if they
thought it would ma~e an interesting "piece" that would
~ttract and hold viewers .

As the News Director remarked ,

"This is an irreverent environment . Nothing is sacred .

Make

fun of anything and everything ."
While they worked they watched the television monitors
wnich offered information from various national and local
sources .

On the television screens might be live video from

Europe or Japan or Pittsburgh .

They stole glances

constantly at the television screens that were g i ving out
information , but in another sense ta~ing in the attention
and minds of the workers.
The Assistant News Director pointed it up , " We all
watch each other whi cn is a little bazaar .

Nobody watche s
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TV like we watch TV.

We watch more monitors than anybody . "

The video content of an item absorbed the attention of
the news group, and was a benchmark the news was metered to .
Tne audio was incidental .

As the Assistant News Director

said, "Without pictures , we're expensive radio."
Still on a~other level there was the desire for the
national item that would bring recognition in the larger
community of television news , and what the News Director
called his , "cir cle of friends . "
Tney sought the major stories that had an abundance of
good video .

But murders, automobile accidents , and the like

were not high on the list of events des ired unless they were
sensational or had a unique slant .

The Assistant News

Director once commented aoout automobile accident news,
'!t' s reflex , like going by a car wreck , people want to
loo.< , but that's all, then the attention is gone .'

More

significantly , the competition haa access to this kind of
accide~t news and one had to do the story differently to
attract viewers.
Moreover, the selection of specific news items was
influenced by the news group's personal thoughts and ideas.
As mentioned earlier , these thoughts and ideas were made to
fit an overall comfort zone within the news groups
standards .

For example , when topics such as religion ,

abortion, or woman's rights arose there was little
discussion that was heard by this researcher .

When capital

punishment was mentioned, there was heated discussion on
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both sides .

The concepts of " groupthink" and " spiral of

sil':!nce'' (see Appendix B) and their affect on the news
process might be an area for further study .

In short , there

appeared to be indiv i duals i n the news group who had , aside
from their supervisory authority , influence as "leader" news
members .

The influence of these leade r s influence on othe r

member's tninking would also seem to warrant more focused
research .
CONCLUSIONS
Althschull (1984) posits that economic forces
determined what structure the American system of television
nas taken.

He suggests that same force continues to

maintain the status quo by equating ca~italism with
democracy.

He concludes that it is the economic force that

determines the overall texture of television news .
Concerning this research , there was no overt intention
or desire on the part of the news group to present an
agenda .

Rat.her , the "short term tactic" (Bronowski , 1973 ,

p . 433) was to win in the ratings , whatever , however that
could be accom::,lished .

On the other hand , the "long term

strategies" (Bronows\<i , p . 433 ) of the news group was
tacitly concerned with the economic system since the news
group produced what they thought would be the best possible
news show to attract an audience .

To attract an audience

the broader " hard" items were covered as events dict a ted .
The news group also produced "soft" news in the sense of a
theatrical production: drama in the surrendering of a murder
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suspect at his mother ' s house ; comedy of a pig calling
contest ; tragedy of hurricane victims ; sentimentality of a
woman thanking police officers f or assisti ng her ; and
festivals like a ir shows and coun ty fairs .
Beneath this hard reality of ratings , there was a tacit
feeling that they made a difference in people ' s l i ves .

As

the Assistant News Director said regarding his motives , "To
help people , to make things better . "
He furtner aaded :

I have goals as a jou rnalist . The goals are to put
out the news that affects the greatest number of
people in ou r audience [sic] are interested in .
Have to inform t he public , is your world safe , your
city safe , family safe . What ' s going to affect
you . As a journalist that ' s wh at I hav e to do .
(ND , i nterview , January 8 , 1993)
Consequently , there was an undercurrent of frustration
and humor in tneir combined paradox of winning and serving .
Tney wantea to be first while serving the ~ubl i c , but the
two masters sometimes clashed when the news group thought
they might be perceived by the general news viewing public
as u3ing an event to bolster their ratings .

Nevertheless ,

if tne greate r good was served it was perce ived as a
positive .

As a whole however , doing p ublic service was a

means to the end of publicity, gaining viewers , and thus
ratings .

But tne helping in the interim paradox seemed to

provide a service to the community .

In othe r words , if the

station made a s i gnificant contribution and/or served the
greater public good the station would be rewarded with
higher ratings .
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As the News Director emphasized , ' This is how we will
win , with community effort , not auto wrecks , murders . .. this
[community service] is how we will make it .'

Different

ideas on how to win were harnessed , guided , directed , and
rewarded by the News Director who in turn seemed guided ,
sustained , and kept employed by pleasing the third floor
General Manager who , it was presumed , pleased the larger
corporation .
The news group made their news seven days a week , 24
hours a day, wee~ i n and week out .
influenced by the news .

They were themselves

This i nfluence in turn had an

affect on the news as tney responded , in their own creative
way, to win the ratings race .

They molded the events in a

unique style wnich followed the values and standards of the
cynical culture in which they worked .

The group seemed to

b~ confiaent tha~ they could , using their unique creative
talents and management skills , win the television news
"war s . "

Imagination and creative talents were governed by

tne pressure to perform.
Within the pressured environment , the newscasts were
perceived as a presentation to a n audience .

They were

presented on a stage - like set that had been expressly
constructed as a background .
painted landscape of the city .

A window looked out on a
The anchors read the news

from teleprompters so they did not have to look down at a
script and thus cou ld maintain better eye contact with the
viewe; through a camera lens .

Th e ancho rs wore makeup .

A
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station logo , painted on a piec e of cardboa rd , was
substituted for a tele vi s i on sc r een ' s pictu r e output .
Analyzing the television newscasts f r om the viewer ' s
perspective , one saw charming faces , o r der, clothes
coordinated , and pleasing set design .

This a esthetic image

was projected as authoritative , fast , accurate , and
dispensed from a neat world of organ i zation , objective
professionalism , and star status .

It appeared to be a

studied , disciplined , and knowledgeable environment where
the facts were sized , measured , and (even if not always
admired o r agreed with ) a place where information was
aisseminated with relatively little bias .
However , tnis research found tnat the physical world
witnin was grungy , old , cluttered , and dreary .

Chaos ,

frustration , and definite attitudes about the world and the
people in it abounded with cynical wit and an aggressive
attitude that , "News is what we say it is . "
In t~at environment , myths existed .

One was that

la wyers , politicians , and bureaucrats could not be trusted .
Another was that "fringe group" agenda is suspect .

Still

others were : a news sense is innate , not taught ; we have the
power to change society and we must use it with disc r etion ,
tne "other guys" don ' t always use that discretion wisely ;
aggressiveness is necessary to win ; non aggressive people
are "weenys . 11

And over it all was an attitude that the

means to achieve the winning edge were flexible because
winning was everything .
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Still, the news group could be benevolent , kind, and/or
compassionate if they liked a person or his/her cause .

The

logic of that i mplies that one would not want to be out of
favor .

There was an implication of intimidation in the tone

of news group members .

For example , the News Director and

Assistant News Director exclaimed openly and proudly that
news was what they said it was.

As the Assignment Editor

remarked :
It always sort of tickles me, and also amazes me ,
that I can call up and say , 'Hey Gary , this is
[name] with Channel X. You don ' t know me from a
hole in the wall but I understand you've been
beating your wife . Now listen , we ' re going to do
this story ~onight and if you don't talK to us ,
you ' re going to look , ya Know , this is just not
going to be re3l good . So tell me what ' s going on.'
And people spill their guts . I mean, it just amazes
me , an , but it's good too . Obviously we find out
things just that way. (AE , interview, January 8 ,
1993)
Tnis study found that the reporting of facts and events
was produced from a pa rticular viewpoint of individual news
personnel .

It is logical to assume that they saw then

defined tne facts in their imagina:ion.

The combined effect

on facts of individual creativity , imagination , and
intimidation in a competitive environment could be an area
for further research .
In the Pygmie world of imagination Turnbull (1961)
found that , "Stories expand until it is hard to distinguish
between straight factual accounts and a traditional legend .
And there is always the element of the two - way process i n
which fact becomes legend , and legend becomes accepted ,
through constant repetition , as fact" (p . 134).

1~3
In similar fashion, it is not a large leap to imagine the
same phenomenon occurring in television news .
Relatively recent research (Car r oll , 1989; Fishman ,
1980 ; Ryu, 1982) suggests that the local television news
department is the most important and i nfluential department
in a television station in terms of time, effort, and
ratings which translate into sales dollars .

Consequently ,

in this profit motivated economic system which is supported
by advertising dollars , it might follow that television news

wi l l become more concerned with the ratings race than is the
case now .

I n that light , the mix of creative imagination

and facts with a pressurea desire for wi nning could become
pr oblematic in a news setting .
More to the point , a relatively new form of reality
reenactment of events is being used in television
infortainment shows such as, A Current Affair, Inside
Edition , and Hard Copy .
act ual events .

These programs use reenactment of

The reenactments are called factions .

means they are part fact and part fiction .

This

It is a

relatively small leap to imagine a third rated news station,
in an attempt to get more ratings, presenting the facts in a
reenactment faction setting to satisfy the immediate need
for success .
Bronowski (1973) wrote on the need for standards that
go beyond the need for immediate gratification .

" Our

actions as adu lt s, as decision makers, as human beings, are
mediated by values ... in which we balance opposing impulses .
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It is not true that we run our lives by any computer scheme
of problem solving .. . .
principles to guide it .

We shape our conduct by finding
We devise ethical strategies or

systems of values to insure that what is attractive in the
short time is weighed in the balance of the ultimate , long
term satisfactions" (p . 436) .
To that point, in a candid discussion after the
station's Noon News and while the Assistant News Director
ate lunch at his desk, he suggested that an ethics committee
should be set up.

This coincided with what he had said in

an earlier meeting , '[We] need a committee like doctors and
lawyers have to police the roughs.'
He then confirmed an incident related to a drive - by
shooting that resulted in the death of a teenager.
The incident concerned the leading television news
competitors .

The Assistant News Director (AND) maintained

that the competition was allowed inside the house of the
mother of the murder suspect because of an exclusive link
witn the mother .
police.
house.

The son was a fugitive being sought by the

The other stations were not permitted inside the
When it was rumored that the son was about to

surrender at his mother's house , the station with the
''exclusive link" had the mother leave in her car .

With this

diversion they hoped the AND's station and a third news
competitor would chase the mother, thinking she was going to
meet her son.

Thus, the competitor believed they would get

exclusive video of the son retur ning to the mother's home
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and surrendering to the police .

The AND concluded that the

only reason his photographers returned to the house , and got
coverage of the son surrendering , was that they lost the
mother in the car chase because , ' She was going so fast .•
The AND related further :
What if she had gotten into an accident . Unethical
on the part of [the competition ] to do that . All
so they could get the story exclusively . They had
a reporter in house , wouldn ' t let us in . Got the
story anyway , got the kid on the way into the
house . If that had been me I would not have sent
the mother to lead the competition away . Exclusive
story, yes , if I had been invited in by the mother
as [the competition] was , the mother and kia liked
[the competition] for some reason , wanted to kiss
the anchor or something , who knows . I'd have done
it but not try to mislead by sending mother on a
wild goose chase . Need an ethical body, to monitor
that kind of stuff. (AND , interview , January 7 ,
1993)

In conclusion, the history of democracy indicates that
dissemination of facts and unbiased information in a free
society is necessary .

How the facts are processed seems a n

area for continued research given the recent events in the
evolution of television news .

The effects of reported news

on viewers attitudes would be another area for further
study .

Additionally , more study into the standards, values,

and motivation of television news personnel along with
content analysis of their news product could be still
another area for further research .
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APPENDIX
A.

Quotation Mark Usage
Direct verbatim quotations taken from recorded
interviews are enclosed in double quotation marks.
Where the quotations are more than three lines they are
indented without any quotation marks and adhere to
Thesis and Dissertation Format Guidelines of
Cleveland State

University .

Quotations that are "very

close" are enclosed within single quotation marks.
This is not to be confused with the American
Psychological Association standard usage where single
quotes are used within direct quotes.
B.

Groupthink and Spiral of Silence
Irving L. Janis ( 1972 ) coined the phrase groupthink.
The phenomena is said to occur when individual
expression in a group is influenced by the way in which
individuals in the group may perceive the way he/she is
being perceived by other group members.

The individual

then adjusts his/her thinking to conform to the
groups thinking.

Additionally, there is little or no

challenge to the group's thoughts or decisions
regardless of the consequences.
loyalty to

the group

and its

Unanimity and
leadership become

important than one's self convictions/beliefs.
Spiral of Silence is a theory offered by Elisabeth
Noelle-Neumann and involves a similar influence on
human expression.

The theory implies that there is

more
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a human need to be accepted, liked, and so forth by
others.

In order to be accepted, individuals may

refrain from expressing their true feelings about a
controversial subject.

